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(ABSTRACT)

As near-Earth space becomes more populated with large constellations of satellites and research into spacecraft autonomy and disaggregation becomes more prevalent, it will be increasingly important to design effective communication procedures between satellites to efficiently share resources and avoid collisions. Though there have been several space networking simulation tools created in recent years, they all lack rigorous astrodynamics models or use high-fidelity but bulky and computationally taxing commercial software. This research presents Spacecraft-ns3, an extension to the ns-3 network simulator. Using a modular approach, Spacecraft-ns3 propagates orbit state, plans discrete events, and analyzes network metrics and flows. A case study using Spacecraft-ns3 is presented for exploratory space network analysis.
Near-Earth space has become more crowded in recent years due to the increasing number of large constellations of satellites in this region. Autonomous vehicle research has been applied to Earth satellites primarily to share power and computing resources between satellites, or to prevent collisions between satellites. Both of these factors require effective communication procedures between satellites, which can be inexpensively simulated with network simulators. However, network simulators are primarily designed for ground-based use, and must be combined with an astrodynamics simulator to effectively simulate satellite networks. This research presents Spacecraft-ns3, an integrated simulator that defines spacecraft orbits and attitude, and analyzes network activity. This simulator improves upon prior simulation efforts by extending the ns-3 network simulator with efficient and high-fidelity astrodynamics models. The Spacecraft-ns3 simulator is demonstrated in an exploratory case study.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

As near-Earth space becomes more populated with large constellations of satellites and research into spacecraft autonomy and disaggregation becomes more prevalent, it will be increasingly important to design effective communication procedures between satellites to efficiently share resources and avoid collisions. The implementation of new communication architectures to support these types of satellite configurations will not be a trivial task, and incremental steps towards implementing them in space will be necessary. Aspects of terrestrial wireless networking have been successfully implemented in space, though many of these are “proof of concept” and are temporary technology demonstrations.

Network simulation is the best method of inexpensively and quickly modeling network behavior, and is extremely useful in parameter studies and optimization applications. Research in space network simulation has been a topic of interest for the last twenty years, and is an important step in evaluating the requirements of space networks.

This chapter introduces space networks and the simulation of space networks, and discusses the motivation behind developing an integrated space network simulator.
1.1 Introduction to Space Networks

Space networking extends traditional terrestrial computer networking to the space environment. Space networking includes both ground-to-space segments and space-to-space segments. As the name implies, ground-to-space segments consist of information exchange between terrestrial ground stations and space platforms, whereas space-to-space segments consist of any information exchange or link between two or more space platforms.

Terrestrial computer networks have revolutionized how information is shared and distributed through networks via the establishment of set protocols and procedures that mandate how information may be transferred from one device to the next. Any computer or other physical device that sends or receives information in a network is called a “node”. The physical attributes of nodes may widely differ, but all nodes can communicate with each other due to these standardized protocols. Wired networks use Ethernet cables to transfer information between network nodes as electrical signals, whereas wireless networks use radio frequencies (RF) to pass information from transmitters to receivers [1]. Wireless networks have different characteristics than wired networks, including higher bit error rates, higher latency, and smaller bandwidth [2]. These characteristics and their application to the space environment will be described in section 3.2.

Wireless networks can be generally be classified according to their routing methods and their reliance on infrastructure, though there exists many other attributes that define them. Networks can be broadly classified as “single-hop” or “multi-hop”, with a “hop” defined as the number of intermediate point-to-point transmissions used in a relaying a message from the transmitting node to the receiving node. Single-hop networks consist of direct links between the information’s transmitter node to the information’s receiver node, and multi-hop networks consist of indirect links that pass through multiple other nodes on the
way to the receiver node from the transmitter node. Networks are also classified based on their reliance on infrastructure. Infrastructure-based networks rely on fixed access points or routers that manage communications between nodes. Infrastructure-less networks have no central administration and consist of mobile nodes that manage their own communications with other nodes in the network [1]. Figure 1.1 shows a general taxonomy for wireless networks, along with some examples of each type.

This thesis will focus on space-to-space segment ad-hoc IEEE 802.11 networks with some added traits of MANETs and VANETs. Details about IEEE 802.11 networks, MANETs, and VANETs are described in chapter 3, and the specific details about the 802.11 network used in the network simulation tool developed for this thesis are described in chapter 4.

Figure 1.1: **Wireless Network Taxonomy.** Wireless networks can be characterized by their routing methods and reliance on infrastructure. Figure modified from [3].
1.2 Introduction to Space Network Simulation

Space network modeling and simulation consists of the integration of two separate simulation systems—the packet-level network simulation and the astrodynamics simulation. The network simulation is the synthetic model of packet exchange between simulated nodes, and the astrodynamics simulation is the synthetic model of the physics of space vehicles in a simulated real-time environment. There have been many different methods of integrating these two simulation components, which will be further discussed in section 2.2. Typically, the trade-off between computational resources and model fidelity has led to computationally-exhaustive solutions that frequently require supercomputers or simplified but computationally-manageable solutions. Some examples of previous integration attempts are included in section 2.2. This research aims to provide an integrated solution that can be used in computationally-restrictive settings. The following two subsections describe the two components of space network simulation—network simulation and astrodynamics simulation.

Network Simulation

Network simulation is a modeling and simulation technique used to model packet exchange between virtual hosts in a Software Virtual Network (SVN) [4]. SVNs used in network simulations are used to generate network traffic and packets. Network simulation software models all layers of the Open Systems Interconnection (OSI) model, a conceptual model that breaks down telecommunications and computing system attributes and functions into discrete layers. The network behavior can then be analyzed through the manipulation of network parameters, design choices, and environmental conditions [4]. Users can analyze the generated data and perform trade studies and experiments in a controlled environment. Some common network simulation tools used in space networking simulation are ns-3, OPNET,
Typical “out-of-the-box” network simulation software will not be adequate for simulating space communications, since they are designed for sea-level applications of wireless LAN or mobile cellular systems [4]. To accurately model space systems, the Physical (PHY) layer of the OSI model must be modified to accurately simulate signal propagation in space, satellite mobility models, satellite dynamics, transmitter and receiver attributes, and antenna patterns [4]. All of these aspects fall under the scope of the astrodynamics simulation, explained further in the next section.

Astrodynamics Simulation

There are several widely-used commercial tools used to model geospatial astrodynamics, including Systems Tool Kit (STK) developed by Analytical Graphics, Inc., General Mission Analysis Tool (GMAT) developed by NASA Goddard, and FreeFlyer developed by AI solutions. Additionally, open-source tools such as SaVi and WinOrbit are also becoming more popular, though they lack the industry validation of more established commercial solutions [6].

Astrodynamics simulators are used to determine the position and velocity time-histories of space vehicles, the physical models of onboard sensor payload and communications components, and environmental effects due to the Earth’s atmosphere [4]. Line-of-sight and propagation delay effects between vehicles are also modeled. However, none of these solutions provide packet-level network statistics that are required for a high-fidelity space network simulation, which necessitates the need for an integrated network and astrodynamics simulator.
1.3 Motivation

Wireless networking with space applications has been a topic of interest to many universities, Virginia Tech included. Many universities have conducted space network simulation research with varying applications—primarily to evaluate new routing protocols and network configurations in the space regime. Ruiz-de Azúa et al. [7] conducted a survey of previous space network simulation integration approaches, which served as the motivation for this project.

Space-based wireless networking simulation is not an incredibly new topic of research, but the approaches used to simulate space-based wireless networks have recently evolved to match the evolution of trends in space constellation architectures. Traditional networks of monolithic geostationary satellites communicating through bent-pipe infrastructures have relied on extremely high-fidelity point-to-point simulations of uplink and downlink communications with little-to-no focus on inter-satellite or crosslink communications. This type of simulation favors heavy-duty commercial solutions, especially since NASA has many legacy systems that combine STK with QualNet. The introduction of SmallSat and CubeSat technologies led to the need to simulate new communication architectures to support crosslinks of large-scale distributed systems. This type of network is often modeled as space-based versions of cellular networks or ground-based sensor networks, which has led to the application of terrestrial internet simulators to the space regime since commercial solutions like STK do not provide wireless networking communication models.

There have been several different approaches to modeling wireless networks in the space regime, which are listed in subsection 2.2.1. The motivating paper for this research was Ruiz-de Azúa et al. [7], which implemented an extension of ns-3 with a custom layer to integrate networking, operational, and physical components of a satellite. Their group has published
several papers on this topic, including [7] and [8]. [7] presents the design of an integrated simulator to emulate distributed satellite systems while [8] presents a framework tailored towards Earth-observing autonomous SmallSat networks. However, their methodology is not rigorous in terms of the astrodynamics simulator, since it does not include high-fidelity orbital propagators or attitude modeling.

Upon further literature review, it was discovered that many researchers with networking backgrounds had developed networking protocols and routing strategies that were applied to the space regime using simplistic circular orbit models. The opposite was not true—there were not many instances in which researchers with aerospace backgrounds applied astrodynamics modeling to general networking applications. Though the use of circular orbits can be adequate for certain types of network analysis, this type of simulation is unable to support more realistic multi-plane non-circular satellite configurations such as satellite constellations, swarms, and clusters. Due to this gap in the literature, it was evident that improving the astrodynamics aspect of an integrated space network simulator was necessary. This research focuses on extending networking applications with an astrodynamics model for space-based networks.

### 1.4 Research Scope

The research presented in this thesis includes a literature review of current space network simulation efforts and the presentation of Spacecraft-ns3, a new high-fidelity application-generic spacecraft network simulation tool. The tool is then applied towards an exploratory next-generation space network case study.
1.4.1 Research Questions

The following research questions were developed to guide the scope of this work:

1. How can the gap between network simulation and astrodynamics simulation be effectively and adequately bridged, without taxing computational resources or suffering from low-fidelity model assumptions?

2. What do expected future space networks look like, and how can this tool provide users with adequate modeling, simulation, and data analysis of these networks?

1.5 Chapter Summaries

Chapter One introduces the topic of space networks and the simulation of space networks. The motivation and scope of this research is given.

Chapter Two defines space networks and discusses the evolution of space network architectures and their implementation in the near-Earth space regime, theoretical research into space-based wireless networks, and current research topics in space networking. The literature associated with the simulation of space networks is discussed, and a survey of current space networking tools is provided.

Chapter Three describes fundamental concepts in orbital mechanics, networking, and simulation that were used in development of the Spacecraft-ns3 tool.

Chapter Four describes the space network simulator that was developed in support of this research, named “Spacecraft-ns3”. This chapter describes the software used, the overall code structure, and the three main modules of the tool—the astrodynamics module, the event planning module, and the space network analysis module.
Chapter Five discusses two applications of an exploratory next-generation space network case study. The case study is a modified version of a subset of SpaceX’s broadband megaconstellation Starlink. The applications evaluate different types of network traffic that could be used on satellite train networks, including UDP and TCP intra-plane relays and inter-plane crosslinks.

Chapter Six summarizes this work and discusses future work that could expand the functionality of the Spacecraft-ns3 tool.
Chapter 2

Literature Review

A review of prior and current literature on space networks and the implementation of discrete-event space network simulators was conducted as part of this research. Space networking encompasses a wide variety of current research topics, including SmallSat clustering and formation flying, distributed satellite systems, security in space vehicles communications, and space information networking. This research focuses on space-based wireless networks, and only considers space-to-space links. Ground-to-space networks prioritizing high-volume data links have been much more extensively studied and are not the focus of this work.

The first section of this chapter defines space networking and presents the evolution of space network architectures that generates the need for research into space-based networking. The literature regarding implementation of Internet Protocol (IP) components in space is outlined, as well as more recent theoretical research into IP in the space regime. Current research topics are discussed, including the Internet of Space Things, space-based 4G LTE and 5G networks, and megaconstellations.

While several types of network simulation exist and could be applied to the space regime, discrete-event network simulation is overwhelmingly used by academics, NASA, and the commercial sector in simulating space networks. The second section of this chapter summarizes the various methods used to simulate and test space-based wireless networks. Previous implementations of discrete-event space network simulators are listed with commentary on the strengths and weaknesses of each tool, in terms of space networking prioritizing
space-to-space communications. As a result of this survey, it was determined all current implementations of discrete-event space network simulators either use bulky and restrictive astrodynamics tools or have very rudimentary low-fidelity astrodynamics models. This survey, along with prior internal research work at Virginia Tech provided a motivation for this research.

2.1 Space Networks

Space networking is a particularly interesting topic of research due to its applicability towards current trends in academic research and in the commercial satellite industry. These trends include satellite disaggregation, formation flying, megaconstellations of SmallSats, and satellite-to-satellite interactions. Satellite-to-satellite interactions will become increasingly important as higher numbers of satellites are launched into congested orbital regions such as LEO, and on-orbit implementations of experimental cluster and formation satellites become more common. Inter-satellite interactions will likely rely heavily on flight-tested communications methods based on RF technologies, especially in the near future.

2.1.1 Definition of Space Networks

As discussed in chapter 1, space networks are an extension of terrestrial computing networks to the space environment. Like terrestrial computing networks, they may have varying components, platform types, or instrumentation; however, like terrestrial computing networks, they have identical routing, protocols, and communication procedures across the network.

The main difference that exists between terrestrial networking and space networking is node mobility. Terrestrial networks often consist of relatively stationary nodes that interact in
a relatively small localized environment. An example of this might be a home network of phones and computers that interact within the confines of a house or commercial building. In opposition to this, space networks consist of either stationary or mobile nodes that interact in a much larger environment. An example of a stationary space network might be two GEO satellites with constant line-of-sight, and an example of a mobile space network might be a couple out-of-plane satellites in LEO interacting whenever they have line-of-sight to each other.

2.1.2 Evolution of Space Network Architectures

Space-based networking approaches have changed over the years to support trends in space architectures. The current philosophy of spacecraft development is “agile aerospace”, a philosophy that prioritizes rapid iteration and small design improvements over many iterations [9]. The shift from traditional monolithic satellite architectures towards large constellations of smaller and cheaper satellites has led to advancements in space-based networking, since space-based networking is the communication infrastructure that supports these applications, such as spacecraft cluster and swarm autonomy, resource sharing among network nodes, and data distribution throughout the network.

For the last twenty years, CubeSats and other SmallSats under 500 kilograms have had an increasing presence in near-Earth space [10]. This has occurred in conjunction with the expansion of the “New Space” industry—a space sector of agile and independent private sector companies that rely on innovation and small budgets to achieve their goals in space [11]. Characterized by a focus on cost reductions, primary emphasis on optimizing operations and incremental development, and a foray into commercial markets, New Space companies use agile aerospace methods and frequently partner with “Old Space” groups
2.1. Space Networks

(such as NASA, ESA, Boeing, ULA, and Northrop Grumman) [11]. The New Space industry revolution was only possible due to the 1990 Launch Services Purchase Act (which allowed NASA to purchase launch services from commercial companies) and the 2004 Commercial Space Launch Amendments Act (which made private spaceflight legal) [11].

Until about ten years ago, the satellite market was dominated by big corporations and government agencies. Satellite missions had to follow risk-adverse approach to avoid expensive servicing missions in the case of satellite failures [11]. However, due to the expansion of the SmallSat industry-led New Space companies with much smaller budgets, this risk-adverse approach has migrated towards an “innovation-first” approach. Innovations in space networking have been made possible through the rapid iterations of SmallSats using low-cost terrestrial internet components.

### 2.1.3 Implementation of Internet Protocol (IP) in Space

In 2000, engineers at NASA Goddard used Internet PING packets to successfully communicate with the UoSAT-12 spacecraft—the first instance that a spacecraft assigned an IP address successfully communicated with the terrestrial ground stations [12]. Basic networking tasks were conducted, including automatic spacecraft clock synchronization, file transfer, and mail transfer [12]. These tasks were essential in demonstrating automated file store-and-forward capabilities, which are important in Delay-Tolerant Networking. This effort was part of NASA’s Operating missions as Nodes on the Internet (OMNI) project, which was geared towards using standard terrestrial Internet protocols and technologies on space platforms. Previously, NASA had used an internally-developed protocol called Consultative Committee for Space Data Standards (CCSDS), which was used for space-segment communications and did not integrate well with protocols used in terrestrial networks [2]. CCSDS is very similar
to terrestrial TCP/IP, though it is much more limited and requires many more steps to get from the satellite to the end user.

In September 2003, a Cisco Internet router (from Cisco Systems, Inc.) was launched into LEO as a technology demonstration of the effectiveness of IP communication in the space environment [13]. The resulting technology demonstration proved that generic commercial networking devices could be used on space platforms, rather than using mission-specific specialized hardware [13]. Ivancic et al. [13] listed several benefits of IP-based technology and hardware on satellites, highlighting the reduced development and design timelines due to the availability of commercial off-the-shelf components and protocols, increased networking capabilities to remote ground stations, and improved interoperability with ground, air, and space systems as active nodes on the Internet.

In 2008, NASA conducted the first successful test of the Delay Tolerant Network architecture (also called “Disruption Tolerant Network”) [14]. DTN is a networking architecture based on traditional TCP/IP architectures, with an additional “bundle” layer that stores and relays messages between nodes (see Figure 2.1 below) [15]. DTN uses a “store, carry, and forward” approach that is more tolerant to link disruption than TCP/IP. Research has also been done to mesh the two architectures together in a “TCP-DTN” architecture [16]. DTN was later deployed on the ISS in 2016, and became the first node of NASA’s proposed “Solar System Internet” [14], which aims to link already-existing NASA space networks. More recently, in 2018 NASA sent the first successful ground-to-space DTN transmission from a mobile phone in Antarctica to the ISS [14].
Figure 2.1: **Network Stack Differences Between TCP/IP, DTN, and VDTN.** Delay-Tolerant Networking (DTN) adds an additional “bundle” layer to the TCP/IP stack, which allows networks to temporarily store data and forward it at a later time. Vehicular Delay-Tolerant Networking (VDTN) extends DTN to vehicular ad-hoc networks (VANETs). Figure from [16].

The ISS has been used as a testbed for IP-based technologies, primarily since components can be iteratively tested by astronauts in a much shorter timeline than the timeline required in the design, launch, and operation of a designated spacecraft. In 2010, NASA established a Crew Support Local Area Network (LAN) on the ISS, which provided astronauts remote access to the Internet [14]. Since 2012, the Space Communications and Navigation (SCaN) testbed has been used for on-orbit testing of space networking technologies. Installed on the ISS, its goal is to connect the already-existing Near-Earth Network (NEN) and Deep Space Network (DSN) in a single Solar System Internet (SSI) architecture [17], as well as to support NASA-specific protocols like CCSDS. As a testbed, it comprises of multiple reprogrammable computers and Software-Defined Radios (SDR) that are used to support testbed experiments [17]. This testbed is significant in space networking research since it acts as a technology demonstration for up-and-coming RF research [18]. Experimentation is flexible due to the nature of reprogrammable SDRs.
2.1.4 On-Orbit Implementation vs Theoretical Research

On-orbit implementations of IP technologies have typically been fairly limited due to the cost of implementing new communication architectures in space. Alternatively, theoretical research into space-based IP networks has dramatically increased in the last 10-15 years. Common topics of interest of theoretical research include surveys on antenna components and link budgets, novel constellation designs to support space networks, and new protocols designed to securely transfer information across the space environment with low latency.

The shift towards distributed satellite systems, which cooperatively act together as a single system, has led to many kinds of interesting satellite architectures. Traditional constellations similar to GPS have been well-established in the literature, and have evolved towards the development of more specialized and localized groupings of satellites—including satellite clusters, swarms, trains or "string-of-pearls". Many of these configurations exist primarily in theoretical research, as real-world implementation has typically been "one-off" systems consisting of a single or several SmallSats. As CubeSat technologies have advanced and they become a larger part of the LEO satellite population, they have become the focus of research into near-Earth space internet. In 2015, Rice [19] proposed the use of CubeSats to provide internet services to remote terrestrial locations, as LEO satellite relays for ground terminals, ad-hoc satellites swarms, as LEO-GEO links. SmallSat research has consistently focused on links between space and the ground, and much less so on space-based networks consisting primarily of inter-satellite links or crosslinks.

Theoretical research into link analysis of new space architectures is very common in the literature. Alena et al. [20] evaluated several development paths for space-to-ground and space-to-space SmallSat communications standards. They considered several standards, including the International Telecommunication Union (ITU) Wideband Code Division Multiple Access (WCDMA) and the Ka-band Global Internet (KaGAIN).
Access (WCDMA) 3G cell phone standard, the 802.11 wireless network standard, and the
IEEE 802.15.4 Personal Area Network standard. Their technology assessment included a
link margin analysis at the Physical (PHY) and Media Access Control (MAC) layers of the
OSI model (see section 3.2), and derived qualitative figures of merit which were used to ob-
jectively compare the standards. They found that in general, the WCDMA standard works
best for missions requiring long ranges and low data rates, and the 802.11 wireless network
works best for closely coupled satellite clusters [20] and high data rates. The 802.11 standard
can support more topologies than WCDMA, though it requires adjustments to both PHY
and MAC layers. The researchers also expressed interest in the use of cell phone technology
for implementing space-to-ground links. This type of theoretical research is essential in the
path towards establishing successful space-based networks.

The majority of communications satellites have functioned with a “bent-pipe” concept of
operations, in which the satellite link is a single ground-to-space uplink and a single space-
to-ground downlink. Future space network architectures move away from this relatively
inflexible communication method towards meshed networks that are more similar to the
terrestrial Internet. The main interest of deploying IP in space is that it mirrors terrestrial
Internet in its capabilities and flexibility, and could easily extend the scope of terrestrial
Internet with the same standards and components we are familiar with [21]. However, there
exists several roadblocks to implementing spacecraft as nodes on the Internet—primarily
with regard to security. Until dynamic end-to-end networking security measures can be
guaranteed, it is unlikely that spacecraft in-orbit will become active nodes on the Internet
and progress towards on-orbit implementation of ad hoc networking will likely be slow. In
the near future it is more likely that small groups of SmallSats will be tested in closed private
networks similar to terrestrial Local Area Networks.
2.1.5 Current Research in Space-Based Networking

As traditional space networking architectures move towards more distributed and flexible solutions, on-orbit space networking implementations remain several years behind theoretical proposals, as one would expect. The CubeSat industry has grown substantially in the last twenty years due to its relatively low financial barrier-to-entry, and remains the top method of demonstrating new space networking concepts. Current topics of interest in space networking research include the Internet of Space Things, space-based 4G LTE and 5G networks, and broadband megaconstellations.

Internet of Space Things (IoST)

In 2019, Akyildiz and Kak [22] introduced the concept of an “Internet of Space Things (IoST)” as an analogue to the terrestrial “Internet of Things (IoT)”, a global network consisting of all computing nodes connected to the Internet. It is estimated that by 2022, 45% of all internet traffic will be between IP-enabled “things” rather than between people using IP-enabled computers [23]. Akyildiz and Kak [22] noted the current lack of an integrated and flexible space architecture which provides end-to-end varied services for many applications. In particular, they noted among the existing solutions a reliance on the bent-pipe paradigm, the absence of end-to-end functionality, and rigid infrastructure designs [22]. They promote the use of CubeSats as scalable network infrastructures and as passive and active sensors. They propose the use of Software-Defined Networking (SDN) and Network Function Virtualization (NFV) to manage IoST networks, improve resource utilization, and reduce costs [22].
Space-Based 4G LTE and 5G Networks

Implementation of 4G LTE and 5G networks is an up-and-coming research topic in space networking. “New-space” European companies PTScientist, Nokia, and Vodafone aimed to establish a 4G LTE network on the Moon’s surface with a lunar lander and two small rovers [24]. PTScientist led the effort as one of several teams competing in the Google Lunar X Prize competition. The competition was cancelled because none of the leading teams were on track to completing their task before the 2018 deadline, but it remains an important step towards future space networking infrastructure.

Megaconstellations

Many commercial companies have announced plans to launch hundreds or thousands of satellites to create a global space-based broadband internet service. The current company leading this effort is SpaceX, whose StarLink megaconstellation consists of several hundred on-orbit
satellites as of this writing. Their goal is to offer terrestrial users internet speeds of 1 Gb/s with latencies of 25-35 ms [25]. They aim to consistently launch batches of satellites using their lower-cost reusable launch vehicles throughout 2019 and 2020, and expect to be able to begin broadband internet service by the end of 2020 [26]. SpaceX has obtained permission from the U.S Federal Communications Commission (FCC) to launch 12,000 satellites, which vastly outnumbers efforts by any other companies [26]. Other companies aim to provide similar services, though none have made as much progress towards the end goal as SpaceX. Some of these companies include OneWeb, Telesat, Amazon, and Samsung, though OneWeb recently filed for bankruptcy in March 2020 due to market turbulence and financial impacts of the COVID-19 global pandemic [27].

Similarly to how SpaceX has dominated the LEO broadband megaconstellation market, Planet (formerly Planet Labs) has dominated the LEO smallsat megaconstellation imagery market. Planet’s goal is to use their megaconstellation of 3U CubeSats with telescopic cameras to provide high-definition low-latency Earth-observation imagery to ground-based users. Planet pioneered agile aerospace techniques for large constellations of smallsat imagers, and paved the way for megaconstellations such as Starlink.

Megaconstellations of these sizes will require increased cooperation between nodes to reduce the load of ground-to-space command and control links. Bhasin and Hayden [28] at NASA Glenn looked into the applicability of terrestrial Internet towards NASA programs, listing the following key requirements for post-2010 NASA enterprises: high data rates, high capacity, interactivity with in-space instrumentation, security of operations, real-time data delivery, and seamless interoperability between in-space entities [28]. They recommend the Open Standard Interconnection (OSI) seven-layer model (explained in detail in subsection 3.2.1) to respond to these requirements, citing an expected increase in data handling and simplification of data delivery using this method. The four applications they envision for this application
are backbone networks, access networks, inter-spacecraft networks, and proximity networks. Inter-spacecraft networks are the focus of this thesis, as they are most applicable towards semi-autonomous megaconstellations and other envisioned space architectures of the future.

2.1.6 Inter-satellite Links

Future space missions are envisioned to be more complex and increasingly autonomous, which necessitates frequent and reliable inter-satellite communications through Inter-satellite Links (ISL). Particularly in swarming and formation flying applications, space-based networks will need to support dynamic routing, intermediate node management, and autonomous reconfiguration [29].

Smallssats have traditionally been deployed in LEO to test new multi-satellite configurations geared towards autonomous distributed satellite systems. Radhakrishnan et al. [29] evaluated several current and future smallsat missions geared towards this purpose. The important takeaway from Table 2.1 is the reliance on traditional RF solutions for on-orbit ISL research. Optical links using lasers have also been proposed, but they do not have much flight heritage in the context of multi-satellite inter-satellite communications [30], since they have traditionally been used only as technology demonstrations for point-to-point or single-relay communications.
Table 2.1: **Current and Future Multi-Satellite Smallsat Missions.** This table shows several multiple-satellite smallsat missions in operation or planned for the future. These missions show a heavy dependance on RF-based inter-satellite communication systems. Mega-constellations described earlier in the report are not included here. Table from [29].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mission name</th>
<th>Number of small satellites</th>
<th>Mass of small satellites (Kg)</th>
<th>Inter-satellite links</th>
<th>Inter-satellite communication approach</th>
<th>Launched/Projected launch year</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GRACE</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>480</td>
<td>Available</td>
<td>RF based (S-band)</td>
<td>2002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESSAIM</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>Not available</td>
<td>Not available</td>
<td>2004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRISMA</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>145, 50</td>
<td>Available</td>
<td>RF based (UHF-band)</td>
<td>2010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ELISA</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>Not available</td>
<td>Not available</td>
<td>2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EDSN</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>Available</td>
<td>RF based (UHF-band)</td>
<td>2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QB-50</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>2, 3</td>
<td>Available</td>
<td>RF based (S-band)</td>
<td>2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PROBA-3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>320, 180</td>
<td>Available</td>
<td>RF based (S-band)</td>
<td>2017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>eLISA</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>To be determined</td>
<td>Available</td>
<td>Optical based (LASER)</td>
<td>2028</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAGNAS</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>210, 5</td>
<td>Available</td>
<td>RF based (UHF-band)</td>
<td>To be determined</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Yost [31] evaluated flight heritage for RF-based inter-satellite communications for multi-satellite smallsat missions. UHF, VHF, and S-band communications systems have strong flight heritage, whereas X-band through Ka-band is less common but flight proven. This migration towards higher frequency bands is mainly due to crowding in lower RF frequency bands and higher achievable data rates at higher frequencies [31].

### 2.2 Simulation of Space Networks

As wireless networks have become more complex and nuanced, our ability to simulate them in synthetic environments has become more important in determining their applicability to real-world applications. Simulation remains a fairly cheap and accessible way of testing networking protocols and applications in a controlled environment, which is a particularly
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attractive option for New Space companies trying to reduce costs. Table 2.2 lists network testing techniques along with their strengths and weaknesses. Simulation and emulation remain the most popular options for studying space networks [5].

As described Table 2.2, network simulation tools often use discrete-event or flow-based models. Of the two, discrete-event simulation is the standard method used in space network simulation. Discrete-event network simulation is more fully described in subsection 3.3.1. In particular to space applications, the network simulator ns-3 is popular in university research due to its open-source nature, and QualNet has been the primary network simulator used NASA enterprises.

Table 2.2: Network Testing Techniques. Several methods can be used to test networks. They are listed from most theoretical (Mathematical Models) to most realistic (Field Testing). Table from [5].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Strengths</th>
<th>Weaknesses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mathematical</td>
<td>Quick and cheap means for basic analysis.</td>
<td>Makes assumptions and lacks realism in terms of system capabilities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Models</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simulation</td>
<td>Possible faster-than-real-time analysis, using discrete-event or flow based models. Still relatively cheap.</td>
<td>Uses simplified model code, not real systems, and includes many assumptions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emulation</td>
<td>By using the actual hard/software, emulators can provide accurate understanding of how systems will perform when deployed.</td>
<td>Typically costly because all of the components need to be purchased or written, configured, and maintained.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Large Scale</td>
<td>Grants researchers the ability to observe how real hosts behave on a realistic network.</td>
<td>These are often shared resources for many different projects and research labs, therefore they are not always readily available to researchers.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Testbed</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Field Testing</td>
<td>Provides the absolute best understanding of how a system will really perform in the wild.</td>
<td>Are expensive and difficult to do at larger scale or with controlled conditions.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2.2.1 Previous Implementations of Discrete-Event Space Network Simulators

Discrete-event network simulators have been used in many space network applications. NASA has several projects geared towards this goal, including Jet Propulsion Laboratory’s MACHETE project and SCaN NI&E project, and NASA Glenn’s GEMINI and Astrolink projects. These projects all use some combination of the astrodynamics software STK with the network simulator QualNet. A group at UPC BarcelonaTech (Polytechnic University of Catalonia) has used the network simulator ns-3 with a custom extension for modeling satellites and subsystems. A group at Stellensbosch University has developed a custom configuration of Python modules for both aspects of space network simulation. The GLOrbit simulator is an orbital propagator geared towards network topology analysis. All of these implementations will be described in full detail in the following sections.

GEMINI and Astrolink Simulators

The Glenn Environment for Modeling Integrated Network Infrastructure (GEMINI) simulator presents a customized network simulator tool integrated with “astronautical analysis software tools” [32]. They use a dynamic integration environment, which is essentially a parallel process that passes data back and forth between the network simulator (QualNet) and the astronautical physics software (STK) at the physical layer (PHY) of the OSI model.
While this integration system does produce high-fidelity results, it is extremely slow and bulky due to the frequent calls of custom interfaces to pass data back-and-forth. The authors iterated on their work, and created Astrolink, a new framework for simulator integration [4]. This simulator addressed the weaknesses of GEMINI and proposed a new integration method using the ns-3 network simulator with STK. They used a caching process to pass data back-and-forth instead of using the STK/Connect interface used in GEMINI, which reduced the number of Remote Procedure Call (RPC) transactions between the two simulators. Though they aim to incorporate many different network simulators and astrodynamics simulators, the work in [4] incorporates only ns-3 and STK and is a prototype simulator.
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Figure 2.4: Astrolink Simulator Workflow. The Astrolink simulator is a server-based simulation framework that uses interfaces to interact with the network simulator and astrodynamics simulator. Figure from [4].

MACHETE Environment

NASA JPL developed the Multi-mission Advanced Communication Hybrid Environment for Test and Evaluation (MACHETE) environment as a collection of simulation tools that can be used interchangeably depending on the requirements of any space network application. It includes many tools, including the Satellite Orbit Analysis Program (SOAP) by Aerospace Corporation, STK by AGI, the Telecommunication Forecaster Predictor (TFP) by JPL, and the Telecomm/Orbital Analysis Tool (TOAST) by JPL [33]. These are all astrodynamics tools that are connected to the QualNet network simulator tool through custom interfaces. QualNet is the simulator used for many NASA tools.

SCaN NI&E Tool

The Space Communications and Navigation (SCaN) NI&E simulator uses a core QualNet engine with added custom protocol models used for space communications [34]. The SCaN Physical model consists of two components: the Tracking and Data Relay Satellite System
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(TDRSS) bent-pipe model and a physical propagation model integrated with a Link Budget Library [34]. While this tool can simulate links to a high-fidelity, it only uses a bent-pipe model that is not applicable to the scope of this thesis.

![SCaN NI&E Simulator Workflow](image)

Figure 2.5: **SCaN NI&E Simulator Workflow.** The SCaN NI&E simulator integrates QualNet with several custom modules. Figure from [34].

**Integrated Simulator from UPC BarcelonaTech**

Araguz et al. [8] from UPC BarcelonaTech presented the concept of a fully integrated simulator combining three different modules that interact with ground and ISL channels: the networking module, operations module, and physical module. They pass user configuration files into a ns-3 engine with an ad-hoc extension to handle modifications to the networking layer, physical layer, and operational layer. This method avoids the parallel or serial methods of passing information from the astrodynamics simulator to the network simulator. Like many other simulators discussed in this chapter, this simulator employs low-fidelity orbital
and attitude dynamics. The concept of a custom extension to ns-3 as a collection of modules is the motivation for the Spacecraft-ns3 tool designed for this thesis.

![UPC BarcelonaTech Simulator Workflow](image)

Figure 2.6: **UPC BarcelonaTech Simulator Workflow.** This simulator uses a custom extension from a ns-3 core engine. Figure from [8].

**Stellensboch Simulator**

Merts and Barnard [35] from Stellensbosch University attempted a fully integrated simulator using a custom combination of Python modules. It uses the SimPy python package as a discrete-event simulator and the PyEphem python package for rudimentary orbital mechanics. Only one satellite-to-ground link is examined, with the satellite orbital mechanics restricted to a 500 km circular orbit over a spherical representation of the Earth [36].

**GLOrbit Simulator**

Fраire et al. [37] introduced a 3D satellite orbit propagator geared towards network topology analysis for delay-tolerant networks. They describe the physical and topological aspects to the simulator, but do not provide any networking component. The authors report that they
are not aware of any commercial or free simulation tools used for packet-oriented switched delay tolerant networks [37]. Due to this, GLObit is presented as a topological study of the sparse connections of mobile space networks.

![GLObit Simulator Workflow](image)

**Figure 2.7: GLObit Simulator Workflow.** This simulator architecture describes how GLObit propagates orbits. Packet-level network simulation capabilities are not supported. Figure from [37].

**Magister Solutions Simulator**

Puttonen et al. [38] developed a satellite extension to the ns-3 simulator. While it does include high-fidelity satellite communications modules, it only has one application consisting of a geostationary satellite using a bent-pipe communication structure. This simulation application is useful for traditional satellite communications with a geostationary satellite, but does not apply to any other scenarios involving crosslinks.

### 2.2.2 Summary of Prior Space Network Simulation Tools

This section summarized current research efforts into space-based networking using discrete-event network simulation. All of the tools that have been described in this section are simulators fulfilling some aspect of the scope of this research. However, to the author’s knowledge there is no tool in existence that adequately simulates space networks focused on
intersatellite-based configurations. Many existing tools use some combination of STK with QualNet or ns-3, which tends to be bulky and restrictive. Other simulators that do not use STK have very limited applications (i.e. the SCaN NI&E bent-pipe model and Magister Solutions tool) or have very rudimentary astrodynamics models (i.e. the UPC BarcelonaTech and Stellensbosch simulators). This research aims to fill this gap by implementing ns-3 with a high-fidelity astrodynamics model that provides application-generic usage. The choice of using ns-3 and STK as a basis to work from is due to the open-source nature of ns-3 as well as the desire to improve upon previous work. Only a few aspects of astrodynamics models are actually required in this type of simulation, so this research can be considered as a pared-down version of STK with several added custom modules that analyze space-networking functionality.

Table 2.3: **Summary of Simulator Tool Limitations for Space-based Networks.** This table shows a summary of the simulators described in this section, as well as the limitations of each simulator as an integrated tool for space-based networking.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tool</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Simulator Limitations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GEMINI</td>
<td>Parallel interaction between STK and QualNet</td>
<td>Bulky and/or restrictive astrodynamics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Astrolink</td>
<td>Server-based interaction between STK and ns-3</td>
<td>Bulky and/or restrictive astrodynamics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MACHETE</td>
<td>Various astrodynamics tools with QualNet</td>
<td>Bulky and/or restrictive astrodynamics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCaN NI&amp;E</td>
<td>QualNet with custom addition</td>
<td>Bulky and/or restrictive astrodynamics (uses bent-pipe model only)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UPC BarcelonaTech Simulator</td>
<td>ns-3 with custom addition</td>
<td>Rudimentary astrodynamics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stellensbosch Simulator</td>
<td>Custom combination of Python packages</td>
<td>Rudimentary astrodynamics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GLOOrbit</td>
<td>Custom orbital propagator</td>
<td>No network simulation aspect</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2.3 Summary of Current Literature

This chapter discussed prior and current research into space networks and space network simulation. Current trends in advancing SmallSat technologies, satellite architecture distribution, and commercial megaconstellations and have led to an environment in which research in space networking is becoming more essential. Simulating space networks with high-fidelity modeling is necessary to advance space network concepts towards future implementation. New space architectures that rely more heavily on autonomy in distributed satellite constellations will require secure communications systems that handle varying network loads and requirements. In the near term, RF and IP-based solutions remain a flight-proven and reliable method upon which to support future space networks.

This research focuses on space-based network simulation that uses RF and IP-based discrete-event network simulation. Current research topics in space-based networking (subsection 2.1.5) motivated the application of this research, which focuses on satellite megaconstellations. Inter-satellite links (subsection 2.1.6) are the type of communication links that are evaluated in this research. The network simulation work done in this research uses an approach similar to section 2.2.1, in which a custom astrodynamics model extension is applied to the network simulator ns-3.
Chapter 3

Fundamental Concepts for Space Network Simulation

The space network simulation described in this work draws on multiple areas—astrodynamics, wireless networking, and discrete-event simulation. Relevant fundamental concepts in each area are discussed in this chapter. Many of the concepts related to orbital mechanics are involved with the conversion of terrestrial wireless network dynamics to space environment dynamics. The concepts related to wireless networking focus on the network attributes used in the case studies of this research, including wireless network standards typically used in the space environment and characteristics of the 802.11 network analyzed in this research. These characteristics include typical frequency bands used in the space environment, typical RF components used in space communication, and free-space propagation loss. The concept of discrete-event network simulation is briefly discussed, as well as its application towards space networking.

3.1 Orbital Mechanics for Space Networking

Converting a network simulator designed for terrestrial wireless networks requires understanding of orbital mechanics concepts, including coordinate frames, orbit propagation, spacecraft attitude and antenna pointing, and antenna models. This section describes in-
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ertial and spacecraft body frames used to simulate spacecraft attitude, the SGP4 orbital propagator, and two types of antenna used in simulations in this work.

3.1.1 Coordinate Frames

Several coordinate frames were used in this research, including an inertial frame and several local orbit frames. Ns-3 currently only supports a Cartesian coordinate system, so satellite position and velocities vector representations must use this frame \[39\]. Spacecraft-ns-3 uses the Python library Skyfield to generate satellite position and velocity time-history data using TLE/SGP4 orbit propagation \[40\]. Spacecraft-ns3 uses the Python library poliastro for Keplerian orbit propagation. Skyfield generates satellite positions relative to Earth’s center in the Geocentric Celestial Reference System (GCRS), which is a more precise version of the J2000 coordinate system. The GCRS system is relative to Earth’s center of mass rather than the solar system barycenter, so it is especially applicable to near-Earth satellites. This frame is an Earth-centered inertial frame (ECI) with with the $\hat{X}$ axis pointing in the vernal equinox direction, the $\hat{Z}$ axis pointing in the direction of the geographic North Pole, and $\hat{Y}$ completing the right-handed coordinate set.
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Figure 3.1: **Earth Centered Inertial (ECI) Reference Frame.** The ECI reference frame is an inertial frame used to describe Earth satellite motion. Figure from [41].

Satellite-based orbit coordinate frames were used to describe the attitude of the spacecraft in the local orbit frame. The spacecraft body frame may differ from the orbit coordinate frames; however, in this research the spacecraft attitude is constrained to the orbit frame. Three orbit frames were used in this research: Vehicle Velocity Local Horizontal (VVLH), Local Vertical Local Horizontal (LVLH), and Nadir Alignment with Orbit Normal Constraints. The VVLH frame is equivalent to as the “ECI velocity alignment with nadir constraint” attitude profile in STK. All three of these coordinate frames are based on STK-defined attitude profiles.

**VVLH Frame**

This frame is also referred to as the “ECI Velocity Alignment with Nadir Constraint” attitude profile in STK. The \( \mathbf{Z} \) axis points in the negative position vector (nadir), the \( \mathbf{Y} \) axis points in the negative orbit normal direction (\( -r \times v \)), and the \( \mathbf{X} \) axis completes the right-handed coordinate frame.
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Figure 3.2: **Vehicle Velocity Local Horizontal Frame.** The VVLH frame is characterized by axes in the nadir and negative orbit normal directions. Figure from [42].

**LVLH Frame**

The Local Vertical, Local Horizontal frame is a common orbit frame with the $\hat{X}$ pointing in the direction of the vehicle position vector, the $\hat{Z}$ axis points in the orbit normal direction, and the $\hat{Y}$ axis completes the right-handed coordinate frame. The LVLH frame is used for the International Space Station to maintain constant orientation with respect to the Earth.

**Nadir Alignment with Orbit Normal Constraint**

This frame is another local orbit frame with the $\hat{X}$ axis pointing in the negative orbit normal direction, the $\hat{Z}$ axis pointing in the opposite direction to the positive vector (nadir), and the $\hat{Y}$ axis completes the right-handed coordinate set.

**3.1.2 Orbit Definition and Propagation**

This research evaluates space networks of currently active satellites in near-Earth space, as well as theoretical satellites propagated using classical orbital elements. Classical orbital
elements are propagated using Two-Body or Keplerian models, or by using models with some perturbations (such as the J2 and J4 models). The North American Aerospace Defense Command (NORAD) maintains element sets of all resident space objects, which includes functional and non-functional satellites, rocket bodies, and debris. These element sets, called Two-Line Elements (TLE) are provided to users to propagate satellite orbit position and velocity. It is important to note that to maintain accuracy of the propagated orbital state the TLEs must be used with one of the five following prediction models—the SGP, SGP4, SDP4, SGP8, or SDP8 [43]. Some of these models are used for near-Earth satellites (the SGP, SGP4, and SGP8 models) while others are used for deep-space satellites (the SDP4 and SDP8 models) [43]. Spacecraft-ns3 uses the SGP4 model since it is used by the Skyfield orbital propagator library.

Figure 3.3: Two Line Element Set. NORAD provides element sets of resident space objects called Two Line Element (TLE) sets. Figure from [44].

3.1.3 Spacecraft Attitude

The spacecraft body frame attitude is aligned with any of the following orbit frames: VVLH, LVLH, and Nadir Alignment with Orbit Normal Constraint. Since ns-3 operates in a Carte-
sian coordinate system, the spacecraft attitude must be referenced to this inertial frame. The spacecraft body frame is related to the inertial frame using unit quaternions, which are four-parameter vector representations of a coordinate transformation matrix [45]. The quaternion is assumed to have unit norm

\[ q_1^2 + q_2^2 + q_3^2 + q_4^2 = 1 \]  \hspace{1cm} (3.1)

The quaternion is represented by several forms

\[ q \equiv \begin{bmatrix} \mathbf{v} \\ s \end{bmatrix} \equiv \begin{bmatrix} -u \sin \alpha/2 \\ \cos \alpha/2 \end{bmatrix} \equiv \begin{bmatrix} q_1 \\ q_2 \\ q_3 \\ q_4 \end{bmatrix} \]  \hspace{1cm} (3.2)

In Equation 3.2, the leftmost representation contains a scalar component (s) with a vector component (\( \mathbf{v} \)). The center representation expresses the quaternion in terms of the eigenvector of the rotation matrix (u) and the angle (\( \alpha \)) that the initial frame is rotated towards the resultant frame. The rightmost representation is the most commonly used, and consists of the scalar term (\( q_4 \)) and three vector terms, (\( q_1, q_2, \) and \( q_3 \)). The quaternions may be represented as “vector-first” as shown in the equation above, or they may be represented as “scalar-first”, with the scalar component appearing in the \( q_1 \) position. Spacecraft-ns3 generates a “vector-first” format as a holdover from previous work done with STK.

The conversion from quaternion to an orthonormal rotation matrix is purely algebraic, and the elements of the matrix are expressed as functions of the quaternion parameters.
For this research, we are interested in the inverse problem—determining quaternions based on coordinate frame rotations. There have been many methods proposed for this problem, though Shepperd’s algorithm [46] remains the most popular, as it is singularity free and uses only one square root term.

In Shepperd’s algorithm, Equation 3.1 and Equation 3.3 are used to derive the following equations

\[
\begin{align*}
\begin{bmatrix}
  A_{11} & A_{12} & A_{13} \\
  A_{21} & A_{22} & A_{23} \\
  A_{31} & A_{32} & A_{33}
\end{bmatrix}
  &= 
  \begin{bmatrix}
    q_1^2 - q_2^2 - q_3^2 + q_4^2 & 2(q_1 q_2 + q_3 q_4) & 2(q_1 q_3 - q_2 q_4) \\
    2(q_1 q_2 - q_3 q_4) & -q_1^2 + q_2^2 - q_3^2 + q_4^2 & 2(q_2 q_3 + q_1 q_4) \\
    2(q_1 q_3 + q_2 q_4) & 2(q_2 q_3 - q_1 q_4) & -q_1^2 - q_2^2 + q_3^2 + q_4^2
  \end{bmatrix}
\end{align*}
\]

(3.3)

These equations are all the products of two quaternion components. In this notation, \( i, j, k \) is a cyclic permutation of 1, 2, 3, and \( trA \) is the trace of A matrix. Shepperd’s algorithm then

\[
4q_i^2 = 1 + A_{ii} - A_{jj} - A_{kk} = 1 - trA + 2A_{ii} \tag{3.4}
\]

\[
4q_i^2 = 1 + A_{11} - A_{22} - A_{33} = 1 - trA + 2trA \tag{3.5}
\]

\[
4q_iq_j = A_{ij} + A_{ji} \tag{3.6}
\]

\[
4q_iq_4 = A_{jk} - A_{kj} \tag{3.7}
\]
compares the righthand sides of Equation 3.4 and Equation 3.5 to find the largest quantity $q_i^2$ for $i = 1, 2, 3, 4$. In the case that $q_4^2$ is larger than any other $q_i^2$ quantities, $q_4$ is computed from Equation 3.5 and $q_1$, $q_2$, and $q_3$ are computed from Equation 3.7 to give

$$q_4 = \pm \frac{1}{2}(1 + A_{11} + A_{22} + A_{33})^{1/2}$$

(3.8)

$$q_i = (A_{jk} - A_{kj})/4q_4, \text{ for } i = 1, 2, 3$$

(3.9)

Next, quaternion twofold sign ambiguity is checked, which refers to the fact that both the negative quaternion and positive quaternions will be solutions the problem [47]. If $q_i$ for $i \neq 4$ is the largest magnitude quaternion component, it is computed from Equation 3.4, and the other quaternion components are computed from Equation 3.6 and Equation 3.7. The quaternion components are then

$$q_i = \pm \frac{1}{2}(1 + A_{ii} - A_{jj} - A_{kk})^{1/2}$$

(3.10)

$$q_j = (A_{ij} + A_{ji})/4q_i$$

(3.11)

$$q_k = (A_{ik} + A_{ki})/4q_i$$

(3.12)

$$q_4 = (A_{jk} + A_{kj})/4q_i$$

(3.13)
As before, \(i, j, k\) is a cyclic permutation of 1, 2, 3. Shepperd’s algorithm guarantees a normalized quaternion only if the matrix in Equation 3.3 is precisely orthogonal [47].

### 3.1.4 Antenna Pointing

Antenna pointing is defined relative to the node’s local coordinate system (discussed in subsection 3.1.3), and is centered on the \(+X\) axis of the local coordinate system. Spherical coordinates using the ISO convention are used to define the azimuth (\(\phi\)) and elevation (\(\theta\)) angles of the beam axis of directional antennas. The beam axis correlates to the direction of maximum radiation of the antenna [48]. There are several different antenna models provided in the ns-3 AntennaModel module (see [49]), and this research uses the isotropic antenna model and the bicosine antenna model. Discussion of the isotropic and bicosine antenna models is included in section 3.2.2.

![Coordinate Frame for the ns-3 AntennaModel Module](image)

Figure 3.4: **Coordinate Frame for the ns-3 AntennaModel Module.** This coordinate frame describes the azimuth (\(\phi\)) and elevation (\(\theta\)) angles that define the antenna beam axis relative to the node’s local frame \(+X\) axis.
3.2 Networking for Space Applications

Space networks overwhelmingly use 802.11 wireless networks in simulation and on-orbit implementation. This section describes 802.11 networks and how they fit into the OSI model, as well as 802.11 network characteristics that are relevant to this research, such as TCP and UDP traffic, OSLR routing, and network metrics that are used in analyzing network performance.

3.2.1 Wireless Networks

Wireless networks are a type of network that allows users to stay connected to the network infrastructure while physically roaming within a predetermined range. This allows for networks such as Mobile Ad-hoc Networks (MANETs). This section describes some background information about wireless networks, the IEEE 802.11 family of standards, routing, and network metrics.

OSI Layer Model

The Open Systems Interconnection (OSI) model is a representation of network functions grouped into seven layers. Each layer provides services and guarantees to the layer above it, and only communicates with the layers directly above and below it [50]. The user interacts directly with Application layer. The Presentation layer converts data formats between Application layer and supports encryption [51]. The Session layer creates, maintains, and destroys communication sessions between devices. The Transport layer segments messages and ensures reliable end-to-end communication using protocols such as TCP [50]. The Network layer delivers data-frames across subnetworks and contains packetized data. The Data Link
layer implements communication at the data-frame level. The Physical layer communicates raw bit-streams over a physical medium [50].

Figure 3.5: **OSI Model.** This figure shows the seven layers of the OSI model. The “Data” column describes the format of the information at each item in the “Layer” column. Figure from [51].

802.11 Networks

The IEEE 802 standards are a family of network standards used in Local Area Networks (LAN) and Metropolitan Area Networks (MAN) [52]. The IEEE 802 standards are restricted to networks that carry variable-size packets, and correspond to the Data Link and Physical
layers of the OSI networking model [53].

![OSI Model and 802.11 Model](image)

Figure 3.6: **OSI Model and 802.11 Model.** This figure shows how the 802.11 Reference Model fits into the OSI Reference Model. Figure from [54].

The 802 standards of interest to this research are 802.11 a/b/g/n and 802.16 WiMAX. The 802.11 standard is terrestrial wireless network (Wi-Fi or WiFi) designed for indoor multipath environments [55]. In this environment, WiFi can transmit up to 100 meters at 11-54 Mbps for types a, b, and g, and can transmit up to 250 meters at 248 Mbps for type n [56]. The data rate for 802.11n can be improved to 600 Mbps through the use of multiple antennas [55]. It can support point-to-multipoint and ad-hoc configurations.

A similar standard is 802.16-based WiMAX, which can transmit up to 50 km at 280 Mbps in indoor terrestrial environments, and supports point-to-multipoint and mesh configurations [56]. Since WiMAX was designed for long-range communications and includes a connection-oriented MAC layer, it is not particularly applicable for highly dynamic satellite configurations.
The ZigBee standard based on IEEE 802.15.4 has also been used in space networking, though since it has a much more limited range and low data rate than the other standards it has typically been used for intranetworking on a single satellite [57]. The figure below shows some examples of IEEE 802 standards that have been analyzed for space applications.

![IEEE 802 Standards for Space Networking](image)

Figure 3.7: **IEEE 802 Standards for Space Networking.** This figure shows several IEEE 802 standards that have been analyzed for space applications. Figure from [55].

**TCP/IP and UDP**

There are two types of IP traffic evaluated in this research—Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) and User Datagram Protocol (UDP). TCP is also referred to TCP/IP as it is implemented on the IP stack. UDP is also implemented on the IP stack.

TCP communication is much more widely used since it is a connection-oriented protocol, meaning that the transmitter and receiver nodes engage in handshakes and acknowledgments to ensure the entire data stream is sent from the transmitter node to the receiver node. TCP ensures all packets will be received by ordering each packet in the stream and checking the receiver node for an acknowledgement. If the transmitter node does not receive
an acknowledgment it will resend the message. This method is reliable due to extensive error checking measures, but adds additional latency and overhead to the messages.

UDP communication is connectionless and does not have extensive error-checking measures. Datagrams are sent in packets to the receiver node in a continuous stream. Messages are not ordered and error-checking is minimal, which does not guarantee reception of the message. UDP is typically used for Voice over IP (VoIP) or streaming applications which rely on fast message delivery.

OSLR Routing Protocol

Ns-3 offers several routing protocols, including AODV, Click, DSDV, DSR, and OLSR [58]. Of these protocols, OLSR is much more favored for ad-hoc wireless network scenarios due to its proactive nature. AODV protocols fit best for sporadic data with short data transmissions but does not support constant transmissions and dynamic topology changes well [59]. With OLSR, nodes send periodic Hello messages to discover neighboring nodes, which improves topology awareness across the network [59]. DSDV is also a proactive protocol, but it has a more localized protocol that does not lend itself as well towards large distributed networks and tends to have a large overhead [59].

Networking Metrics

Network metrics are parameters that characterize the behavior of the wireless network. Ns-3 contains Flow Monitor, a network monitoring framework that uses probes to track packet exchange between nodes [60]. Packets are categorized based on the flow that they belong to, and each flow is defined by its source node, destination node, and protocol type. In this research, the protocol used to define flows is either TCP or UDP. The network metrics used
to characterize this research are defined below:

- **Latency** Latency is the time required for data to travel from the source node to the destination node. According to Cisco, network latency should not exceed 150 ms for one-way transmission or 300 ms for round-trip transmission [61]. Latency is especially important in TCP communications, as the source node will wait for an acknowledgment of reception from the receiver node before additional data is sent.

- **Jitter** Jitter is an irregular variation in delay that causes disruption in the network. According to Cisco, jitter should be below 30 ms to maintain quality of service [61]. Jitter is more important in interactive applications or protocols, therefore maintaining low jitter is more important in TCP than in UDP. Buffers containing cached data are useful to handle large transmission fluctuations in non-interactive applications.

- **Lost Packets** Lost packets result from a failure to meet requirements in transmission latency. In ns-3, this metric is the total number of packets lost in transmission of a flow.

- **Packet Error Ratio (PER)** The packet error ratio is fraction of packets that are incorrectly received. The fraction of lost packets (packet loss ratio) is a metric used to evaluate the scheduler [62]. According to Cisco, packet loss should not exceed 1% to maintain quality of service.

- **Runtime** In ns-3, the runtime signifies the time taken to complete the flow activity. UDP applications that have an alternating “On-Off” transmission pattern that lasts the duration of the time the node is activated in the discrete-event list. For TCP applications that send data in bulk as fast as possible, the runtime signifies the duration used to send the entire data volume.
• **Throughput** Network throughput is the amount of packets or bit that are successfully transmitted over a period of time. It is typically given in some variation of bits per second, or bps. Latency, jitter, and packet loss all are factors that reduce throughput.

### 3.2.2 Networking in the Space Environment

Networking in the space environment requires discussion of topics in space communications, including common frequency bands, antennas and RF components, and free-space propagation loss. RF components and frequency bands vary depending on the type of spacecraft.

#### Radio Frequency Bands

The International Telecommunication Union (ITU) and the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) regulate the use of radio frequency in space applications. The frequency bands typically used for spacecraft begin in the VHF region and end around the Ka-band region. SmallSats typically use lower frequency bands in the UHF and VHF range while military, communications, and “deep space” spacecraft typically use higher frequency bands in the L-Ka range.
Antennas and RF Components

Transmitters and receivers used to send and receive RF signals vary depending on the type of link needed for the communication. Traditional monolithic-type geostationary communications or Earth-observing satellites use standard highly-directional parabolic reflector antennas. SmallSats typically use monopole antennas, inverted F-shaped antennas, and microstrip patch antennas for telemetry and control links in the UHF and VHF bands [63]. These antennas are particularly useful since they have broad-beam radiation patterns that reduce the need for high-accuracy attitude control. SmallSat payload data links require higher gain antennas, and often use omnidirectional or broad-beam antennas as backup links [63]. Some research has been conducted into specialized antennas for SmallSat intersatellite links, which typically focuses on retro-directive antennas and reflector antennas [63].

There are a couple different antenna models provided in ns-3, including the isotropic model, the parabolic model, and the cosine model. This research uses the non-directional isotropic
model and the directional bicosine model.

The isotropic antenna has a hypothetical lossless radiation pattern that has equal radiation in all directions [48]. Even though such an antenna does not exist in the physical world, it is a good reference for more directional antennas. A semi-isotropic antenna is the omnidirectional antenna, which is isotropic in the azimuthal plane and directional in the elevation plane.

![Isotropic Antenna Pattern](image)

Figure 3.9: **Isotropic Antenna Pattern.** The theoretical isotropic antenna pattern radiates equally in all direction. [64]

The bicosine antenna is a directional antenna with a beam axis referenced to the $+X$ axis of the local coordinate system. It is based off of the cosine antenna pattern. The main lobe of the antenna pattern is centered on the beam axis, and a smaller back lobe is antiparallel to the beam axis. In Spacecraft-ns3, the user can set the availability of the back lobe to “on” (bicosine antenna pattern) or “off” (cosine antenna pattern). The user can set the main lobe beamwidth of the antenna in the azimuth and elevation angles, as well as the offset angles of the beam axis in the azimuth and elevation angles.
Figure 3.10: **Bicosine Antenna Pattern.** The bicosine antenna has a main lobe in the beam axis direction and a smaller back lobe antiparallel to the main lobe. [65]

**Friis Propagation Loss Model**

Since the networks of interest in this research are space-based networks that do not consist of any space-to-ground links, the radio path lies generally outside the Earth’s atmosphere and is subject only to free-space path loss. Typical ground-to-space links must take into account attenuation, atmospheric absorption, longitude, and latitude [66].

Ns-3 uses the Friis Propagation Model for quadratic path loss in free space. This model is given by Equation 3.14, where $P_R$ is the reception power in Watts, $P_T$ is the transmission power in Watts, $G_T$ is the transmission gain (unitless), $G_R$ is the reception gain (unitless), $\lambda$ is the wavelength in meters, $d$ is the distance between the transmitter and receiver in meters, and $L$ is the system loss (unitless) [67].
3.3 Simulating Space Networks

Discrete-event network simulation has been an extremely popular way to simulate space networks, given the predictable nature of spacecraft mobility and intersatellite links. Since the future positions of each spacecraft are generally known, we can determine the time intervals in which ad-hoc wireless networks would be successful.

3.3.1 Discrete-Event Network Simulation

Discrete-event simulation is appropriate for interrelated entities which only change their state at discrete points in time from the behavior of any of the simulation entities [69]. These discrete points of state-change are called “events”.

Discrete-event simulation is an event-oriented paradigm, which differs from the more traditional continuous paradigm [70]. The continuous paradigm consists of evaluating state
variables of each simulation object throughout time. The event-oriented paradigm assumes 
a constant state of each simulation object throughout time unless a state change is intro-
duced via an event. As seen in Figure 3.11, there are only as many state changes as there 
are events. The events trigger simulation activity and the state variables of the simulation 
objects are evaluated.

Figure 3.11: **Discrete-Event Simulation Timeline**. This timeline shows the principle 
of discrete-event simulation. The simulation progression is event-based rather than linear 
temporal. Figure from [70].

Discrete-event network simulation is the most common method to simulate wireless space 
networks. Spacecraft collaborating in a network can be represented as a system of connected 
and attributed entities that change state at discrete points in time [69]. Orbital motion is 
generally predictable and spacecraft attitude changes and network events occur at discrete 
times. Space networks consist of opportunistic network activity that is determined through 
satellite-to-satellite line-of-sight and ranging constraints, which makes it a very suitable 
application for discrete-event network simulation.

Discrete-event network simulation focuses on analysis of packet exchange between virtual 
hosts in a network. Probes are installed into network nodes, which then track packet ex-
change between nodes and generate network statistics. In this research, the ns-3 flow monitor 
is used to track network statistics. Ns-3 supports probes for IPv4 and IPv6 networks, which 
classify packets at four events in time: when a packet is sent, when a packet is forwarded, 
when a packet is received, and when a packet is dropped [60].
3.4 Summary of Fundamental Concepts

This chapter reviewed fundamental concepts of space network simulation that are used in the development of the Spacecraft-ns3 simulator. The orbital mechanics and spacecraft attitude dynamics discussed in this chapter are relevant in extending a terrestrial network simulator like ns-3 to the space environment. Wireless networking concepts applicable to space networks were discussed, and networking metrics used in chapter 4 and chapter 5 were defined. Consideration of the effect of the space environment on wireless networking was discussed, and applicable radio frequency bands, RF components, and loss models were given. Discrete-event network simulation was discussed, as space networks generally use this kind of simulation.
Chapter 4

Spacecraft-ns3: A spacecraft extension to ns-3

A discrete-event space network simulator was developed as part of this research. This simulator tool, called “Spacecraft-ns3”, is an extension to the open-source network simulator ns3. This simulator improves previous space network simulation efforts at Virginia Tech and in the literature. Spacecraft-ns3 contains three modules that extend ns-3 simulator capabilities to space-based networks. The Astrodynamics module reads a custom file of spacecraft TLE data, orbital elements, and attitude profiles to generate time-history state data used in the network simulation. The Event Planning module analyzes the state data generated in the Astrodynamics module and recommends the best simulation timesteps for network activity. The Network Analysis module runs the network simulator and analyzes the resulting data. This chapter includes an overview of Spacecraft-ns3 with a description of the code structure, as well as descriptions of each module.

4.1 Overview and Structure of Spacecraft-ns3

The motivation for Spacecraft-ns3 primarily resulted from previous research into space network. Initial work into developing a space network simulator consisted of an ad-hoc combination of STK, Matlab, and ns-3 with several custom interfaces and non-automated data
transfer. Several issues with this approach soon came to light:

- Of the numerous features that STK offers, the only necessary features used in this type of simulation were orbital propagators, attitude determination models, and relative motion data. The project workflow was unnecessarily complex due to custom interfaces that had to be designed to link ns-3 to STK.

- Determination of opportune network activity events was done by estimation. The scenario would be manually reviewed in STK using 2D and 3D visualizations to determine timestamps for network events. This process was fairly unstructured and did not scale easily towards larger sized networks.

A modified and more streamlined workflow is necessary to solve these issues. Spacecraft-ns3 is an extension to ns-3 that removes dependency on STK through the development of an Astrodynamics module that contains orbital propagators, attitude determination, and relative motion components. Selection of opportune network activity events is done with the Event Planning module, which evaluates relative motion data to determine time intervals and distances in which nodes are in-range of each other. The Network Analysis model contains some data visualization tools to provide insight into network performance. The structure of Spacecraft-ns3 is shown below in Figure 4.1. The structure consists of three tiers that describe the user-defined input, the modules, and the resulting output data.
Figure 4.1: **Spacecraft-ns3 Workflow**. The workflow of Spacecraft-ns3 consists of three modules with a three-tiered structure. The top layer includeds user-defined configuration files, the middle layer contains all internal module components, and the bottom layer signifies the data that it output from each module.

### 4.2 Astrodynamics Module

The Astrodynamics module generates time history state data for each spacecraft object given in the sample input YAML file (example given in Figure 4.2). Users define the time range and interval for the simulation in the top section of the YAML file, and define spacecraft objects in the second section of the YAML file. Each spacecraft object is defined by its name, TLE or orbital elements, and orbit frame that defines the spacecraft body frame attitude.
4.2. Astrodynamics Module

Figure 4.2: Example Spacecraft Configuration YAML File. This example configuration YAML file is used in the Astrodynamics module to generate state data.

After the YAML file has been created, the spacecraft objects are propagated using Python libraries. Nodes defined with orbital elements are propagated using Keplerian Two-Body methods, and nodes defined with TLEs are propagated using the Skyfield Python library. Developed by Rhodes [71], Skyfield is a high precision generator for planets and Earth satellites. Skyfield is a python implementation of the SGP4 propagator developed by Vallado and Crawford [72]. The Astrodynamics Module consists of orbital propagation and attitude determination using algorithms modified from [46]. The resulting data is formatted into CSV files containing time-series data of spacecraft Cartesian position vectors, Cartesian velocity vectors, and attitude quaternions relative to the inertial frame.
4.3 Event Planning Module

An innovative aspect of this research is the event planning module, which is used to suggest the best instances in the scenario timeline to enact simulation events. Discrete-event simulators require events to trigger network activity. In mobile ad-hoc networks (i.e. MANETs), it is especially important to have knowledge of the network topology at all times. Previous research has typically relied on exported STK data files for time interval data of successful links, which is inflexible and can be computationally costly for large-scale simulations [4]. Additionally, mobile ad-hoc network simulations have traditionally used random mobility models, particularly the Random Waypoint Model. In this model, nodes move independently towards randomly-set intermediate destinations (i.e. waypoints) with randomly-set velocities [73]. This mobility model is relevant for terrestrial wireless sensor networks for commercial or military purposes, but cannot use event planning methods due to the randomness of the mobility models. Alternatively, non-propulsive satellites have established mobility models that only depend on the Earth’s gravitational and atmospheric effects. Due to this, we can have a good understanding of the possible network topology at any given time.

From previous research work at Virginia Tech, it was realized that an event planning module would be very useful for discrete-event satellite simulation. The previous version of mobility models relied on exporting data from STK to a customized version of ns-3, which restricted the astrodynamics analysis to STK. To understand the network topology, the user would review the STK simulation and mark time intervals of interest to use as inputs for the ns-3 simulation. Furthermore, the analysis in STK only focused on the satellite-to-satellite visibility intervals, called “access” intervals. For distance-restricted networks like 802.11, it is important to consider both satellite-to-satellite visibility and relative distance.

The Event Planning module uses the CSV files generated in the Astrodynamics module
to compute relative distance and velocity data between each node. Relative distance and velocity data is calculated for each node, which results in two datasets for each node in the scenario. The relative data is then reduced to a list of optimal timestamps based on closest approaches and intervals under a given limit. This type of statistic is relevant for short-interval dynamic passes. Intervals-based statistics list all time intervals in which nodes are within a specified distance of each other. This type of statistic is relevant for determining longest-available communication windows. Examples of this kind of data is given in Table 5.2, Figure 5.7, and Figure 5.8.

### 4.4 Space Network Analysis Module

After the Astrodynamics module propagates spacecraft object state data and the Event Planning module recommends opportune timestamps for network activity, the information is passed to ns-3 via a network configuration file. This file is in YAML format, and includes information needed to configure output tracing files, network addressing, radio options, events, and nodes. This configuration format is retained from previous work done at Virginia Tech, though the Event and Node blocks are modified to fit input from the Astrodynamics module and the Event Planning module. Each section of the configuration is described in the following sections.

#### 4.4.1 Network Configuration File

The network configuration file can be broken down into six sections: config, tracing, network, radio, events, and nodes. These sections define the time interval of the scenario, network attributes, discrete events, and node dynamics data. Each section is given below, and full
versions of the network configuration file are given in A.

The config section determines the time interval and seed. Ns-3 convention dictates that the scenario time must be in “elapsed time” format, which is reflected in the startTime and runTime parameters. The seed parameter determines the randomness of the network activity. In this research the seed is held constant with a value of “1”, which allows for simulation repeatability.

```
VERSION: 0.1

# This YAML file runs the ns-3 scenario using the nodes given in the 'nodes' section
# ns-3 uses the elapsed time convention

config:
  startTime:       2607
  runTime:         500   # [s]
  seed:            1     # random seed for simulation; cannot be zero
```

Figure 4.3: Example Network Configuration File: Config. This section of the example network configuration file configures the time and repeatability (seed) parameters.

The tracing section sets parameters associated with the network activity output files. The flow_stats and link_stats comprise of the point-to-point network activity time series data, which will be discussed in subsection 4.4.2. The logInterval is set to 1.0, which sets the time step of the reported data to one second.
4.4. Space Network Analysis Module

Figure 4.4: **Example Network Configuration File: Tracing.** This section of the example network configuration file configures the output tracing parameters.

The network section assigns the base addressing scheme, UDP and TCP ports, and the routing protocol. The routing protocol used throughout this research is OLSR, which was described earlier in section 3.2.1. The HelloInterval parameter is used to ping neighboring nodes to determine connectivity. The Willingness parameter signifies if nodes are willing to carry and forward traffic for other nodes.

Figure 4.5: **Example Network Configuration File: Network.** This section of the example network configuration file configures the base addressing, routing, and port parameters.

The radio section sets parameters associated with the MAC layer, station manager, power
levels, and frequency. The MAC layer parameters coordinates channel access across the network, and these parameters are left to default values. The station manager is set to the *Minstrel Wifi Manger* model in ns-3, which is a rate selection algorithm based on acknowledgment feedback [74]. The data mode sets the modulation scheme and data rate (bandwidth) to be used. The transmission power levels is set to 20 dBm with a min-to-max range of 0 dBm to 30 dBm. The base frequency is set to 2412 MHz. The CCA threshold sets the minimum power level of the received signal such that the PHY later declares a busy state. [58].

```
# radio parameters
radio:
  standard: 802.11a
mac:
  Slot: 9us  # slot time
  Sifs: 10us  # SIFS duration
  AckTimeout: 88us  # ACK timeout duration
  CtsTimeout: 88us  # CTS timeout duration
  Rifs: 2us  # RIFS duration
  BasicBlockAckTimeout: 2us  # Basic Block ACK timeout duration
  CompressedBlockAckTimeout: 112us  # Compressed Block ACK timeout duration
staManager: ns3::MinstrelWifiManager
staManagerAttributes:
  UpdateStatistics: 0.1
  LookAroundRate: 10
  EWMA: 75
  PacketLength: 1200
dataMode: OfdmRate6Mbps
taxPwrDbm: 20
taxPwrDbmMax: 30
taxPwrDbmMin: 0
taxPwrLevels: 10
frequencyMHz: 2412
ccaThreshold: -62
```

Figure 4.6: **Example Network Configuration File: Radio**. This section of the example network configuration file configures the wireless network, which includes the mac, station manager, and power parameters.
The events section lists all of the events that drive the discrete-event network simulation. The events that drive the simulations in this research are On and Off commands for the WiFi radio, which are used to manage high-volume data transmissions. Hello Intervals transmissions may also trigger events; these events are defined by the start timestamp and duration of the Hello message.

```
events:
  - {type: wifiRadioOn, address: 10.1.1.10, start: 0}
  - {type: wifiRadioOn, address: 10.1.1.20, start: 0}
```

Figure 4.7: Example Network Configuration File: Events. This section of the example network configuration file configures the event parameters.

The nodes section defines the association between the spacecraft objects defined by the CSV files to the addressing scheme given in the network section. Antennas on each spacecraft are defined. The applications section defines the receiving node of the transmission. Data may be sent in telemetry mode or data mode. The data transmission type may either be OnOff or BulkSend. The OnOff data type follows an alternating pattern of “On” and “Off” modes. The “On” mode generates traffic characterized by the given data rate and packet size. The “Off” mode does not generate network traffic. The BulkSend type sends data as fast as possible according to the maximum number of bytes that are allowed, which continues until the application is stopped or the transmission completes.
4.4.2 Network Analysis

There are several different types of data files generated after the ns-3 simulation runs. Data is categorized by flows from source nodes to destination nodes, or from transmitting nodes to receiving nodes. For each flow, time-series data is given of packets transmitted, packets received, bytes transmitted, and bytes received. Standard network metrics are calculated, including jitter, latency, packet error ratio, runtime, and throughput. Examples of time series network data and network statistics tables can be found in section 5.2 and section 5.3.

4.5 Summary of Spacecraft-ns3

This chapter presented Spacecraft-ns3, a new space networking simulation tool designed for flexible networking implementation using high-fidelity astrodynamics. Spacecraft-ns3 is an extension to ns-3, and does not require any interfacing with astrodynamics tools like
4.5. Summary of Spacecraft-ns3

STK. This chapter provides an overview of the structure of Spacecraft-ns3 as well as some examples of configuration files used to run the simulator.
Chapter 5

Spacecraft-ns3 Case Study

This research focuses on space networks consisting of spacecraft-to-spacecraft communications. As discussed in subsection 2.1.4, progress towards implementing on-orbit IP-based networks exists mainly in theoretical research since closely-situated formation flying satellite configurations are not currently implemented in space. Wireless technologies support intersatellite links of several hundred meters, and thus it remains a topic of theoretical research. However, rather than simulating purely theoretical satellite architectures, we can use current trends to drive theoretical simulation. Current advancements with megaconstellations like Starlink can be blended with theoretical research concepts to provide novel but generally realistic scenarios. The case study evaluated in this research presents a modified version of a subset of the Starlink megaconstellation. SpaceX launched its first batch (Block V1.0) of 60 satellites in May 2019, which were scheduled to support Ka-band communications and optical crosslinks, though both of these elements were dropped from the design [75]. This case study blends a modified version of Starlink with a wireless network to explore an alternate concept of an on-orbit satellite constellation.

5.1 Case Study Motivation

The satellites evaluated in this case study are modelled after a subset of nine of the 60 Starlink Block V1.0 satellites. This subset consists of a train of eight satellites and one
satellite in a secondary plane. The satellite in the secondary plane intersects the other eight satellites in the polar regions. The Block V1.0 satellites typically have a 550 km x 550 km orbit with an inclination of 53 degrees \[75\], however many of the satellites launched after Block V1.0 are grouped into planes of varying inclination.

Figure 5.1: **Starlink Block V1.0 Subset.** The case study evaluated in this research is modified from a subset of the Block V1.0 Starlink Satellites. Figure generated from STK.

This case study uses a similar satellite train to the subset of Starlink described above, though the angular spacing of nodes throughout the orbital plane is greatly reduced to support wireless ranging. Furthermore, instead of evaluating a satellite train of eight satellites with one satellite in a separate plane, the modified case study evaluates two sets of satellite trains—four equally spaced satellites in the first and three unequally spaced satellites in the second. This modification was to allow a wider range of networking applications using the same configuration.
5.2 Application 1: TCP Relay and UDP Telemetry

The first application of the dual-plane satellite train case study evaluates four events separated across a ten minute simulation timespan. The goal of this application was to evaluate multiple different network events at isolated simulation time intervals, which reduces packet collision or interference. Relative to an elapsed-time timeline starting at $t = 0$, the first event occurs at $t = 0$ seconds and consists of a UDP unicast of telemetry from the back of the satellite train (node 10.1.1.40) towards the front satellite in the train (node 10.1.1.70) on the 53 degree inclination plane. This event could be representative of situational awareness communications between intra-plane satellite train nodes. The second event occurs at $t = 150$ seconds, and consists of a UDP multicast of telemetry from node 10.1.1.70 to the other
nodes on the 53 degree inclination plane. This event could also be representative of situational awareness communication. In this case, the situational awareness could perhaps be an emergency broadcast from the leader node about future proximity operations or collision avoidance. The third event occurs at \( t = 300 \) seconds, and consists of a TCP unicast of download data to a relay node 10.1.1.30. The fourth event occurs at \( t = 450 \) seconds, and consists of a TCP unicast of download data to the destination node 10.1.1.10. Events three and four resemble a Delay-Tolerant Network (described in subsection 2.1.3). The config file for this scenario is located in the appendix (see A).

![Application 1 Network Events](image)

Figure 5.3: **Application 1 Network Events.** Four different network events occur in application 1: UDP unicast of telemetry, UDP multicast of telemetry, TCP unicast data transmission to a relay, and TCP unicast data to the destination node.

After the initial configuration file runs, the spacecraft state data is generated as part of the Astrodynamics module. Next, the Event Planning module generates the relative position
and velocity data. In this case, the relative position and velocity statistics do not need to be generated, since the events in this application do not cross from one plane to the next, and the position of each node in the satellite train relative to the others remains fixed. Same relative position relative to node 10.1.1.70 is shown below in Figure 5.4.

![Relative Position Plot for 10.1.1.70](image)

Figure 5.4: Relative Position Plot for 10.1.1.70. The relative position plot for 10.1.1.70 shows the constant separation from the other three nodes in the 53 degree inclination plane, and variable separation from the three nodes in the 48 degree inclination plane.

Next, the network configuration file is created and passed to ns-3 (see A). The Network Analysis module generates time series data plots for the network flows, and a summary table of the network statistics. There are several options for the time series plots—kilobytes transmitted per second, kilobytes lost per second, packets transmitted per second, and packets lost per second. Since ns-3 generates data as flows from transmitting nodes to receiving nodes, the traffic is categorized by source ID. Each subplot is titled with the source ID of
the flow with the destination IDs in the legend of each subplot.

The plot in Figure 5.5 displays the time series data in kilobytes transmitted per second. Referencing back to Figure 5.3, we can see the subplot for 10.1.1.10 shows the TCP acknowledgment for the TCP data transmitted from 10.1.1.30 at 450 seconds. Note that although the plots for 10.1.1.10, 10.1.1.20, and 10.1.1.30 share the same shape, the TCP acknowledgment in 10.1.1.10 is 33 kbps whereas the actual TCP data transmission is near 800 kbps. The plot for 10.1.1.20 shows the TCP relay to 10.1.1.30 at 300 seconds and the smaller UDP telemetry transmission. The plot for 10.1.1.30 shows the TCP relay to 10.1.1.10, as well as the UDP telemetry and the TCP acknowledgment from node 10.1.1.20. Again, the TCP acknowledgment has a similar shape to transmission, but is much lower in magnitude. The plots for nodes 10.1.1.40, 10.1.1.50, and 10.1.1.60 all show UDP telemetry throughout the entire time period sent to 10.1.1.70. Finally, the plot for 10.1.1.70 shows the UDP transmissions for the three other nodes in the 53 degree inclination plane. Each of these four plots share the same characteristics, which is due to the fact that the UDP transmission is sent in a repeated On-Off pattern at a constant level of 1.4 kbps for the duration of the transmission. The important note for these plots is that the unicast telemetry for nodes 10.1.1.40, 10.1.1.50, and 10.1.1.60 all start at $t = 0$, whereas the multicast telemetry for node 10.1.1.70 starts at $t = 150$ seconds.
Figure 5.5: Network Activity for Application 1: Kilobytes Transmitted Per Second. Each subplot is titled with the source ID of the network flow. The destination IDs are given in the legends of each plot. The numbers in parenthesis refer to the type of communication: 7200 is a TCP transmission, 7100 is a UDP transmission, and 49153 is a TCP acknowledgment.

The plot in Figure 5.6 shows the time series data in kilobytes lost per second. The important takeaway from this plot is that the UDP transmissions remain fairly lossless, while the TCP transmissions do have some loss. Referring to the application diagram in Figure 5.3, it is evident that these TCP transmission losses occur at the beginning of each event, which indicates packets are dropped as nodes are turned on. The TCP acknowledgements are
also fairly lossless. The UDP transmission from 10.1.1.40 to 10.1.1.50 is the only UDP transmission with loss, and this occurs at \( t = 450 \) seconds when the multicast event from 10.1.1.70 is turned on. A possible reason for this could be packet collision due to the larger relative distance between the two nodes, though it remains small as an instantaneous peak loss of 0.2 kbps.

Figure 5.6: **Network Activity for Application 1: Kilobytes Lost Per Second.** Each subplot is titled with the source ID of the network flow. The destination IDs are given in the legends of each plot. The numbers in parenthesis refer to the type of communication: 7200 is a TCP transmission, 7100 is a UDP transmission, and 49153 is a TCP acknowledgment.
Table 5.1 shows the network statistics of this application. The data is summarized by flow, much like the time series plot above. Each flow is labelled by class, and several categories of network statistics. There are two “download” flows, which corresponds to the TCP relay transmissions. The jitter is 1.5 ms or less, which falls under the 30 ms Cisco quality of service recommendation. The latency is 66.5 ms or less, which falls under the 150 ms Cisco quality of service recommendation. The PER is less than 1% Cisco quality of service recommendation. An important note about the runtime is duration of the transmission, which is around 6-7 seconds. All of the other flows have much longer runtimes, since the UDP operates on a continual “OnOff” mode. Comparing the Rx Bytes and Tx Bytes columns indicates the total packet loss in each flow. Much of this packet loss occurs right at the beginning of events (at 0, 150, 300, and 450 seconds), which indicates dropped packets associated with the node being turned on and off.

Table 5.1: Application 1 Network Statistics.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Destination</th>
<th>Class</th>
<th>Jitter (ms)</th>
<th>Latency (ms)</th>
<th>PER (%)</th>
<th>Runtime (s)</th>
<th>Rx Bytes</th>
<th>Tx Bytes</th>
<th>Throughput (bps)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10.1.1.20</td>
<td>10.1.1.30</td>
<td>download</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>64.5</td>
<td>0.869</td>
<td>5.756</td>
<td>4422340</td>
<td>4461148</td>
<td>6146039.643</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.1.1.30</td>
<td>10.1.1.10</td>
<td>download</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>66.5</td>
<td>0.876</td>
<td>6.655</td>
<td>4452576</td>
<td>4491972</td>
<td>5352207.593</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.1.1.20</td>
<td>10.1.1.30</td>
<td>telemetry</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>328.800</td>
<td>235068</td>
<td>235068</td>
<td>5719.399345</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.1.1.30</td>
<td>10.1.1.10</td>
<td>telemetry</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>178.760</td>
<td>128136</td>
<td>128136</td>
<td>5734.406426</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.1.1.40</td>
<td>10.1.1.50</td>
<td>telemetry</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>624.802</td>
<td>445968</td>
<td>445968</td>
<td>5710.191434</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.1.1.50</td>
<td>10.1.1.60</td>
<td>telemetry</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>624.801</td>
<td>445968</td>
<td>445968</td>
<td>5710.201343</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.1.1.60</td>
<td>10.1.1.70</td>
<td>telemetry</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>624.801</td>
<td>445968</td>
<td>445968</td>
<td>5710.204015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.1.1.70</td>
<td>10.1.1.60</td>
<td>telemetry</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>478.680</td>
<td>341772</td>
<td>341772</td>
<td>5711.89629</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.1.1.70</td>
<td>10.1.1.50</td>
<td>telemetry</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>478.681</td>
<td>341772</td>
<td>341772</td>
<td>5711.887647</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.1.1.70</td>
<td>10.1.1.40</td>
<td>telemetry</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>478.681</td>
<td>341772</td>
<td>341772</td>
<td>5711.884157</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
This application is a good example of several types of wireless network activity that could be implemented on a dual-plane satellite train network. This application looked at UDP unicast relay, UDP multicast, and a TCP relay. These communications were evaluated along intra-plane satellite trains, which is a fairly reliable communication method since relative distances between nodes remain constant. This application included some analysis of network metrics and network flows, which have performed as expected. Further parameter studies would be beneficial in extending this analysis.

The implementation in Spacecraft-ns3 requires modification to two config files and a couple command-line arguments to run. This application has shown the type of plots and data that the Network Analysis module returns. The time series data is a good visualization of the network at any given time, and the network statistics summarizes the network performance with quality of service metrics.

5.3 Application 2: Cross-Plane TCP and UDP Exchange

The second application of the dual-plane satellite train case study evaluates four events in an eight minute simulation timespan. The goal of this application was to evaluate crosslinks between planes centered around the point at which the two planes cross. Finding this intersection of planes required the Event Planning Module (see Table 5.2). Since antennas are fixed to a spacecraft node with fixed attitude, it is likely more packets may be dropped in this application. Events are generated back-to-back, which could result in interesting network analysis at the event switch timestamps.

The timeline for this application was structured around the timestamp at which the two
planes cross. The total scenario spans from May 1st, 2020 from 08:00:00 UTC to May 1st, 2020 from 09:00:00 UTC. The planes cross near 08:48:33 UTC, and at this point the nodes 10.1.1.30 and 10.1.1.70 have the smallest relative distance at 94.507 meters. This timestamp is given by the first row in Table 5.2, as the elapsed time \( t = 2853 \) seconds from the scenario start time at 08:00:00 UTC. Several nodes are closest to node 10.1.1.30 at the time index 0 (corresponding to 08:00:00 UTC), which is when another cross-plane intersection occurs.

Table 5.2: Event Planning for Application 2. This table shows the data resulting from the Event Planning module. This table is relative motion to 10.1.1.30. The time index is relative to the scenario start time.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Time Index</th>
<th>Distance (m)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10.1.1.70</td>
<td>2853</td>
<td>94.506</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.1.1.60</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>117.692</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.1.1.50</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>246.795</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.1.1.40</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>301.375</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.1.1.10</td>
<td>2840</td>
<td>347.648</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.1.1.20</td>
<td>2871</td>
<td>491.636</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The relative position and velocity plots visually display this information. From these plots, it is evident that the two planes cross around 2850 elapsed seconds. Knowing this, we know that at around 1450 elapsed seconds the two planes are at the widest point of the relative motion.
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Figure 5.7: **Position Relative to Node 10.1.1.30.** This plot shows the relative position to Node 10.1.1.30, and the point of closest approach occurs around 2800 seconds.

Figure 5.8: **Velocity Relative to Node 10.1.1.30.** This plot shows the relative velocity to Node 10.1.1.30, and the point of furthest approach occurs around 1400 seconds.
Relative to an elapsed-time timeline starting at \( t = 0 \), the first event occurs at \( t = 0 \) and consists of TCP data aggregation from the outer nodes on the 48 degree inclination plane (10.1.1.10 and 10.1.1.20) towards the center node (10.1.1.30). This event could be representative of a satellite train aggregating sensing data to be sent to another satellite train or cluster. The second event occurs at \( t = 120 \) seconds, and consists of a UDP telemetry and TCP data crosslink from the center node on the 48 degree plane (10.1.1.30) towards the front node on the 53 degree plane (10.1.1.70). This event is centered around the timestamp at which the transmission and receiving node are closest, a timestep that is generated from the Event Planning module (see section 4.3). The third event occurs at \( t = 240 \) s, and consists of a TCP relay from the front node to the back node of the satellite train on the 53 inclination plane. The middle nodes (10.1.1.50 and 10.1.1.60) are relay nodes. This event is representative of a distribution of sensing data received from the cross-plane satellite train. The fourth event occurs at \( t = 360 \) seconds and consists of another crosslink, this time from the 53 inclination plane (10.1.1.40) to the 48 inclination plane (10.1.1.20). The config file for this scenario is located in the appendix (see B). This scenario uses high data volume transmissions, which was used to tax the network capacity and evaluate corresponding network behavior. The first event is a data aggregation of 1 Gb from the outer node to the center node, the second event is a crosslink of 2 Gb, the third event is a distribution of 2 Gb throughout the second satellite train, and the fourth event is a crosslink of 1 Gb to the first satellite train.
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Figure 5.9: Application 2 Network Events. Four different network events occur in application 2: TCP unicast data aggregation, unicast TCP data and UDP telemetry planar crosslink, TCP data relay, and unicast TCP data and UDP telemetry planar crosslink.

Figure 5.10 displays the time series data of network activity in terms of kilobytes transmitted per second. It is immediately apparent that this plot looks much different than those of the first application. This application requires only five subplots rather than seven, since nodes 10.1.1.50 and 10.1.1.60 are passive relay nodes and do not generate any network traffic. The top two plots show the data aggregation from nodes 10.1.1.10 and 10.1.1.20 towards node 10.1.1.30 starting at $t = 0$ seconds. The task assigned to these two nodes is to each transmit 1 Gb of data to node 10.1.1.30. Upon further analysis of the data, node 10.1.1.10 transmitted 52,017,528 bytes out of 1 Gb (5.2%) by $t = 120$ seconds and node 10.1.1.20 transmitted 50,681,004 bytes out of 1 Gb (5.0%) by $t = 120$ seconds. These nodes were left “on” to to
evaluate the remaining behavior. The subplot for node 10.1.1.30 shows the crosslink from node 10.1.1.30 to node 10.1.1.70. This transmission occurs in two separate segments, with a middle section of approximately 40 seconds in which it drops out. Additionally in this plot we can see the UDP telemetry transmission, and the TCP transmission and acknowledgment from node 10.1.1.20. The plot for node 10.1.1.40 shows the TCP relay from node 10.1.1.70 to node 10.1.1.40, which centers around 21 kbps for most of the transmission, and then increases to 35 kbps around $t = 420$ seconds. Additionally, we can see the TCP data transmission from 10.1.1.40 to 10.1.1.20 starting at $t = 360$ seconds. It is much lower since the antennas associated in this crosslink do not have direct line-of-sight. The beamwidth for these antennas is a cone extending 30 degrees from the beam axis that is fixed along the velocity direction, so the smaller transmission may have resulted from an indirect link. The subplot for 10.1.1.70 mirrors the shape in the 10.1.1.40 subplot, which is because the TCP relay is shown in the former plot and the TCP acknowledgement is shown in the latter plot.
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Figure 5.10: Network Activity for Application 2: Kilobytes Transmitted Per Second. Each subplot is titled with the source ID of the network flow. The destination IDs are given in the legends of each plot. The numbers in parenthesis refer to the type of communication: 7200 is a TCP transmission, 7100 is a UDP transmission, and 49153 is a TCP acknowledgment.

Figure 5.11 displays the time series data of network activity in terms of kilobytes lost per second. As with application 1, the TCP data has lossy behavior and the UDP telemetry transmissions have practically no loss. Overall, the top two plots for nodes 10.1.1.10 and 10.1.1.20 sustain more loss than the other transmissions, though the relay transmission from 10.1.1.70 to 10.1.1.40 has the highest instantaneous peak at $t = 240$ seconds during the start
of the third event.

Figure 5.11: **Network Activity for Application 2: Kilobytes Lost Per Second.** Each subplot is titled with the source ID of the network flow. The destination IDs are given in the legends of each plot. The numbers in parenthesis refer to the type of communication: 7200 is a TCP transmission, 7100 is a UDP transmission, and 49153 is a TCP acknowledgment.

**Table 5.3** shows the network statistics of Application 2. The data is summarized in flows characterized by source ID to destination ID. Most of the flows in this scenario are “download”, which are the TCP data transmissions. The jitter rises above the Cisco quality of service recommendation of 30 ms in several cases, most notably in the telemetry transmis-
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The jitter is higher for telemetry than download, which is generally a characteristic found in UDP. The latency is generally around 100 ms for all transmissions, and spikes up to nearly 200 ms in the same telemetry 10.1.1.30 to 10.1.1.70 transmission. Cisco recommends latencies of no more than 150 ms for one-way transmissions, which many of these fall under. The PER varies widely between applications, and is notably large for the telemetry transmission from 10.1.1.30 to 10.1.1.70 and the download from 10.1.1.40 to 10.1.1.20. The first case is likely due to the jitter and latency already described, and the second case is likely due to the lack of a direct beam-axis antenna to beam-axis antenna link.

Table 5.3: **Application 2 Network Statistics.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Destination</th>
<th>Class</th>
<th>Jitter (ms)</th>
<th>Latency (ms)</th>
<th>PER (%)</th>
<th>Runtime (s)</th>
<th>Rx Bytes</th>
<th>Tx Bytes</th>
<th>Throughput (bps)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10.1.1.10</td>
<td>10.1.1.30</td>
<td>download</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>99.5</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>480.00</td>
<td>183465516</td>
<td>184194048</td>
<td>3057763.357</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.1.1.10</td>
<td>10.1.1.30</td>
<td>telemetry</td>
<td>64.5</td>
<td>103.5</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>478.76</td>
<td>339720</td>
<td>341772</td>
<td>5676.657891</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.1.1.20</td>
<td>10.1.1.30</td>
<td>download</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>97.5</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>480.00</td>
<td>160449432</td>
<td>161066832</td>
<td>2674159.012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.1.1.20</td>
<td>10.1.1.30</td>
<td>telemetry</td>
<td>73.5</td>
<td>110.5</td>
<td>1.07</td>
<td>478.70</td>
<td>337896</td>
<td>341772</td>
<td>5646.911529</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.1.1.30</td>
<td>10.1.1.70</td>
<td>telemetry</td>
<td>152.5</td>
<td>194.5</td>
<td>38.79</td>
<td>270.77</td>
<td>148428</td>
<td>256272</td>
<td>4385.349748</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.1.1.30</td>
<td>10.1.1.70</td>
<td>download</td>
<td>11.5</td>
<td>128.5</td>
<td>1.52</td>
<td>247.65</td>
<td>9618024</td>
<td>9766788</td>
<td>310703.2103</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.1.1.70</td>
<td>10.1.1.40</td>
<td>telemetry</td>
<td>55.5</td>
<td>111.5</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>238.72</td>
<td>169860</td>
<td>170772</td>
<td>5692.415181</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.1.1.70</td>
<td>10.1.1.40</td>
<td>download</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>106.5</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>240.00</td>
<td>144263340</td>
<td>144469728</td>
<td>4808792.775</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.1.1.40</td>
<td>10.1.1.20</td>
<td>download</td>
<td>14.5</td>
<td>87.5</td>
<td>69.23</td>
<td>12.54</td>
<td>1284</td>
<td>5512</td>
<td>819.0581874</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This application represents several more types of wireless network activity that could be implemented on a dual-plane satellite train network. This application focuses on a more data-heavy approach with closely clustered events around a significant timestamp generated by the Event Planning module. The resulting network behavior is more lossy, as expected.
The data aggregation in the first event took much longer than expected, which likely affected the resulting network events. Since the first event did not fully transmit in the given time interval, the following events would not have been able to fully transmit the same data. Future studies into the correlation between antenna power, transmission time, and data size would be necessary to optimize network performance.

### 5.4 Discussion of Applications

This chapter evaluated two applications of a dual-plane satellite train network case study modeled after the Starlink Block V1.0 satellites. The first application evaluated inter-plane satellite train communications, including UDP unicast relay, UDP multicast, and low-volume TCP data relay transmitted in a “store-and-forward” method. Network events were spaced across a ten minute window to avoid interference from competing events. This application did not tax the network, and it is evident that all network activities were completed within CISCO quality of service recommendations. The second application was much more data-heavy, and consisted of TCP data aggregation, two TCP and UDP inter-plane crosslinks, and TCP data relay across a 4-node satellite train. This application was much more taxing on the network, and none of the events transmitted fully within the allotted time intervals. There were some network flows that failed the CISCO quality of service recommendations. These applications show the analytical capabilities of the Spacecraft-ns3 simulator in rigorously quantifying network performance over a range of metrics. To extend this research further, parameter studies would be necessary to evaluate additional applications and optimize network performance. Some of these future work recommendations are given in chapter 6.
Chapter 6

Conclusions

The research scope of this thesis was to extend current space network simulation efforts towards space-based networks primarily comprising of inter-satellite links using RF and IP-based networking. As part of this research, a literature review was conducted to establish the current state of space networking research. Fundamental topics were presented to give context to the tool developed in this research, Spacecraft-ns3. Spacecraft-ns3 was then applied towards an exploratory next-generation space network case study.

Two research questions were considered as part of the research scope. Each question is answered below:

Question 1: How can the gap between network simulation and astrodynamics simulation be effectively and adequately bridged, without taxing computational resources or suffering from low-fidelity model assumptions?

Many approaches have been considered to integrate network simulation with astrodynamics simulation. A common approach that has been used by NASA is to integrate the astrodynamics simulator STK with the network simulator QualNet. This approach is effective, but taxes computational resources due to the bulky nature of these high-fidelity simulators. Other approaches consisting of custom models additions to network simulators are often low-fidelity due to their application-specific usage. Spacecraft-ns3 bridges this gap by providing high fidelity astrodynamics models as an extension to the network simulator ns-3.
Spacecraft-ns3 further extends the functionality of an integrated space network simulation tool by providing a discrete-event planning module and a network analysis module.

**Question 2: What do expected future space networks look like, and how can this tool provide users with adequate modeling, simulation, and data analysis of these networks?**

Next-generation space networks are increasingly distributed, space-based, and rely on autonomy and inter-satellite communications. Current research into space networking focuses on the Internet of Space Things paradigm, commercial megaconstellations, and space-based 4G LTE and 5G networks. The Spacecraft-ns3 tool is application-generic, and can support both TLE and Keplerian orbital element definitions. Spacecraft-ns3 supports platform and antenna attitude determination. In terms of network applications, Spacecraft-ns3 supports all 802.11 networks and provides users with flow-based network performance statistics. Several visualization tools are included in Spacecraft-ns3, which are used to analyze relative spacecraft motion and network activity. Spacecraft-ns3 was then used in a dual-plane satellite train configuration to analyze network activity in a next-generation satellite network.

### 6.1 Summary

Chapter One gave an introduction to the topic of space network simulation and presented motivation for this research. It argues that space network simulation involves both networking and astrodynamics simulation, and requires a flexible and high-fidelity integrated simulation design.

With this goal in mind, a literature review of prior space networking research was conducted in Chapter Two, which included a discussion of space networks and evolving space architectures, implementation of IP technologies in the space regime, and current research into
space-based networking. A survey of prior space network simulation tools was surveyed, which provided additional motivation for the work. Although there have been several tools designed for space networking research, no existing tool effectively implements an astrodynamics simulator that is flexible and high-fidelity.

Chapter Three provided an overview of fundamental concepts necessary for space networking simulation. This chapter was divided into three parts—orbital mechanics concepts used in space networking, networking concepts used for space applications, and simulation of space networks. This chapter was necessary to provide general background knowledge for Chapter 4 and Chapter 5.

Chapter Four introduced Spacecraft-ns3, an integrated simulator designed as an extension to the ns-3 simulator. This extension comprises of three module—the astrodynamics module, the event planning module, and the space network analysis module. The Astrodynamics module propagates orbits of spacecraft nodes and defines spacecraft attitude time history. The Event Planning module addresses the need for mechanisms to predict opportune times for network activity. The Network Analysis module configures the network simulator and analyzes the output.

Chapter Five introduced a case study using Spacecraft-ns3. The motivation for this case study comes from literature reviews done in chapter 2. A modified version of a subset of the Starlink megaconstellation is evaluated to extend current on-orbit spacecraft constellations with space networking capabilities. This chapter follows two applications of the case study in Spacecraft-ns3 and discusses the resulting network data.

Chapter Six summarizes this research and provides future work recommendations.
6.2 Future Work

This research presents a simulator tool used for space network analysis. This work has focused mainly on exploratory network analysis rather than detailed parameter studies. To extend this work further, there are several different avenues of research that could be expanded upon:

- **Expansion of Astrodynamics.** There are currently only three orbit-frame attitude profiles that are supported in Spacecraft-ns3. An expansion on the attitude determination modeling would be to extend the coordinate frame analysis to define spacecraft body frames uniquely from the orbit frames. Furthermore, currently antennas are fixed to the spacecraft body frame and are defined in the network configuration YAML file. This only allows for static representation of the antennas. It would be beneficial to enable dynamic antenna pointing, so that antenna pointing could be defined by both static and dynamic methods. Dynamic pointing would require the use of antenna pointing data files, which would likely use relative position data.

- **Expansion of Event Planning.** The event planning methods used in this research center on analysis of relative position of cross-plane intersections. This could be expanded to more ad-hoc methods in which timestamps and time intervals are identified in which network nodes fall under a maximum relative distance parameter.

- **Network Parameter Studies.** It would be beneficial to analyze link budgets in the literature as a basis for developing a link budget module. Libraries of standardized platforms and components would be useful in developing more realistic network events and activity.

- **Automation of Spacecraft and Network YAML Files.** The current implementa-
tion of Spacecraft-ns3 uses user-defined spacecraft and network YAML configuration files. It would be beneficial to remove some of the manual work necessary to configure network events. The user would then only need to configure the source node, destination node, and the standard network activity profile. Some examples of these profiles could be: “standard video stream”, “high resolution imagery”, or “stationkeeping data”.
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Appendices
Appendix A

Additional Information for Application 1

This section shows the full network config file used in Application 1.
Figure A.1: Network configuration file for Application 1 (Part 1 of 2).
Figure A.2: Network configuration file for Application 1 (Part 2 of 2).
Appendix B

Additional Information for Application 2

This section shows the full network config file used in Application 2.
# Application 2: Cross-Plane TCP and UDP

VERSION: 0.1

config:
  startTime: 2673
  runTime: 4800
  seed: 1  # random seed for simulation; cannot be zero

# configuration parameters for output tracing
tracing:
  prefix: /
 咻xmlName: sns3-sim.xml
  traceFileName: sns3-sim-tr
  routeFileName: sns3-sim.routes
  neighborFileName: sns3-sim.neighbors
  #logFileBase: flow_stats
  #linkFileBase: link_stats
  logInterval: 1.0
  verboseNet: false
  verbose: false
  specAnalyzerNode: null

network:
  addressBase: 10.1.1.0
  broadcastAddress: 10.1.1.255
  UDPPort: 7100
  TCPPort: 7200
  routing: olsr
  routingAttributes: HelloInterval: 0.1

radio:
  standard: 802.11a
  stfManager: ns3::MinstrelWiFiManager
  stfManagerAttributes: null

mac:
  Slot: 36us  # 18us  # slot time
  SIFS: 36us  # 18us  # SIFS duration
  AckTimeout: 284us  # 142us  # ACK timeout duration
  CTSTimeout: 284us  # 142us  # CTS timeout duration
  EIFS: 6us  # 4us  # EIFS duration
  BasicBlockAckTimeout: 6us  # 4us  # Basic Block ACK timeout duration
  CompressedBlockAckTimeout: 336us  # 224us  # Compressed Block ACK timeout duration

interface:
  ODM Gather Mbps
  txPowerDbm: 20
  txPowerDbmMax: 30
  txPowerDbmMin: 0
  txPowerDbmLvl: 31
  frequencyMHz: 2412
  # txThreshold: -50

Figure B.1: Network configuration file for Application 2 (Part 1 of 2).
Figure B.2: Network configuration file for Application 2 (Part 2 of 2).